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Abstract

The development of surface modification techniques is an integral part of advancing
semiconductor device fabrication beyond subtractive methods. Chemically altering
surfaces to be more or less reactive can eliminate steps in production to form devices
quicker and with less material waste. This doctoral dissertation presents a series
of work dedicated to improving our understanding of various techniques of surface
modification and developing processes that enhance the utility of existing methods.
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) made from octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) are implemented for surface deactivation and defects are studied. Defective areas in SAMs
limit their utility in device production and are notoriously difficult to eliminate. However, the addition of intermediate cleaning steps are shown to prevent defects to
deactivate the growth of 10 nm TiO2 films by atomic layer deposition (ALD). Spectroscopic ellipsometry, goniometry, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) are
used to examine SAMs deposited using different cleaning steps and assess their ability
to act as an ALD resist. Polar and non-polar agglomerates adsorbed to the SAM are
removed by solvent extraction and aqueous cleaning in series, and defect free layers
are deposited by a second liquid phase immersion. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
confirmed the removal of agglomerates so that OTS coated SiO2 surfaces were as
smooth as clean SiO2 , producing deactivated surfaces suitable for prototype devices.
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Intermediate cleaning steps were applied to OTS deposition to reduce immersion
times from 24 h to 1 h and SAMs were analyzed with XPS. Peaks shown in O
1s regions indicating the presence of surface hydroxyls showed that immersion in
SC-1 (NH4 OH:H2 O2 :H2 O) doubled hydroxyl concentration on the substrate while
OTS surface coverage was left relatively unchanged. In addition to the removal of
polar agglomerates from the SAM surface, SC-1 hydroxylates pinhole defects in the
SAM to re-activate the underlying substrate for additional deposition. A second
OTS deposition improved surface coverage to cover nearly every active site on the
substrate to form defect-free layers. Exposure to 200 cycles of TiO2 ALD using
TiCl4 and H2 O confirmed that no defects were present, as afterwards Ti was not
detected on the surface by XPS. Layers were patterned with conductive mode AFM
to form open trenches approximately 160 nm wide within the SAM for area selective
deposition. Approximately 8 nm of TiO2 was selectively deposited within trenches
while no significant deposition was noted outside trenches to demonstrate an areaselective ALD process.
Indirect surface modification is also demonstrated by altering ALD precursors and
implementing in-situ cleaning steps. Aluminum oxide was grown using both water
and peroxide as oxidants and resulting films were analyzed and compared using XPS.
Peaks in the O 1s and Al 2p regions monitored the formation of the Al-O bond
and found that film nucleation occurred quicker with a higher coverage of Al when
using peroxide as an oxidant. Ellipsometry, however, showed no change in growth
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rate. The improvement of Al coverage with no increase in thickness indicates that
surfaces exposed to peroxide ALD are more reactive during each growth cycle and can
form denser films. Using XeF2 in-situ to clean Si wafers could also act as a surface
deactivator during ALD. Heated XeF2 exposure removed native SiO2 either directly
or by surface disruption for lift off with an additional heating step. Controllable oxide
removal was achieved by introducing an Al-O bond on the surface to slow down native
oxide etching. Hence, indirect methods of both surface activation and deactivation
are possible by altering process chemistries.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Background

The study of chemical reactions and processes which take place at material interfaces
is commonly referred to as surface chemistry. Applications of surface chemistry are
very broad, as understanding how reactions take place on surfaces is useful in nearly
all aspects of modern science. Fields related to drug delivery often use methods in surface chemistry to develop treatments for ailments such as cardiovascular disease. For
example, SEM images showed that calcified cells formed on methyl terminated surfaces at a much lower rate than on COOH− terminated surfaces. Surface modification
via alkanethiolate self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) with various terminating groups
helped to understand how cell calcification detrimental to cardiovascular health can
be deterred. 1 Studies related to corrosion have used surface chemistry to understand
corrosive behaviors and develop protective surface treatments. As an example, super
duplex stainless steel immersed in artificial seawater treated with thiosulfate has been
examined using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to determine optimal solution pH to prevent corrosion. 2 Fields related to semiconductor fabrication have used
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surface chemistry to develop methods of film deposition, cleaning, and etching. In
particular, the latest chemistries in atomic layer deposition (ALD) of metals such as
cobalt and ruthenium have been described in detail using techniques such as in-situ
XPS and mass spectrometry. 3,4
Traditional methods in semiconductor manufacturing are typically subtractive.
Subtractive methods entail the deposition of a masking layer on top of a layer designated to be patterned. The masking layer is patterned first, so that the pattern
may be transferred into the desired layer. After patterning, the masking layer is
removed. As these processes involve many steps of blanket deposition and material
removal, they are inherently wasteful. Additive methods are currently being developed to replace subtractive processes and greatly reduce the number of steps involved
in producing a device. A primary tool for the development of additive methods is
surface modification, in particular surface deactivation.
Various types of surface deactivation are possible in device fabrication. Application of a polymer via spin coating is a standard method of deactivation, as covered
areas are easily masked from many deposition chemistries though diffusion after extensive exposure is noted. Surface deactivation is also reversible by dissolving the
polymer after deposition in exposed areas is complete similar to the process of photoresist development. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements of ALD films deposited
using TiCl4 and H2 O at 160 ◦ C established a growth rate of 0.7 Å per cycle which
was deactivated by spin coated PMMA films on SiO2 . XPS analysis of the Ti 2p
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spectra showed that deposition occurred on the substrate at PMMA thicknesses below 420 nm, indicating that TiCl4 could diffuse through PMMA films to react with
the underlying substrate. 5 Pattern resolutions below 50 nm using photolithography
are challenging since edge effects can substantially alter pattern transfer at such high
resolution.
Chemical modification is an alternative to photoresist deactivation which can also
be reversible. Metal carbonyl precursors used for chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
have been shown to selectively deactivate with respect to deposition on oxide surfaces
in the presence of a co-flow of ammonia. AFM imaging of oxide samples exposed to
Ru CVD showed that 10mTorr of ammonia flowing during CVD prevented Ru nucleation while island formation occurred when ammonia flow was stopped. Nucleation
resumed shortly after ammonia flow ceased, indicating a reversible process for oxide
deactivation to metal CVD. 6 However, certain surface modifying chemistries result
in poisoning over time. XPS of 15 Å films of TiN on Si substrates showed that deactivation of TiO2 could be achieved by introducing a flourinating agent during the
plasma-assisted ALD process. Analysis of the Ti 2p spectrum showed that adding a
pulse of NF3 for every 20 cycles of ALD created a layer of Si-F bonds on the Si substrate which prevented deposition outside of TiN covered areas. However, fluorination
of the Si surface was irreversible and potentially damaging to device performance. 7
Equally important to efficient processes of area-selective deposition is the activation of a surface. Methods of surface activation are often similar to methods used
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for deactivation. In comparison to plasma enhanced methods of deactivation, electron beam-induced deposition (EBID) can be used to activate a surface. Hydrogen
terminated Si surfaces (Si-H) are oxidized by EBID to create a seed layer of Si-O
for selective deposition. Spectroscopic ellipsometry after ZnO deposition confirmed a
normalized selectivity constant of 1.0 up to 80 ALD cycles for regions treated with
EBID. However, ALD growth on Si-H was linear after 100 cycles, limiting the utility
of EBID surface activation to sub-10 nm films. 8 Direct selectivity can also be observed via the inherent difference in reactivity of neighboring surfaces. Since metallic
surfaces are well known to act as catalysts which dissociate O2 , activation of metal
films has been demonstrated by introducing pulses of oxygen vapor within the ALD
process. XPS and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were used to show a growth rate for Fe2 O3 ALD of 0.5 Å per
cycle on Pt coated surfaces while no deposition was detected on surfaces such as Au
and SiO2 which are not catalytically active. 9 Such a method of surface activation is
highly selective as shown by auger (AES) mapping, but is also dependent on substrate
material and is irreversible.
Another approach that can be used to improve ALD film growth involves altering the chemistry used for deposition, though improvements from this perspective
are defined by assessments of film density and device performance rather than increasing the growth rate. Water is a standard oxidant for metal oxide deposition
which has been replaced by better oxidants to improve film quality. For growth of
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aluminum oxide, using water as an oxidant has resulted in film impurities from unreacted metal organic species which can reduce the film’s dielectric constant. 10 Oxygen
plasma has replaced water in some instances to grow Al2 O3 films. However, Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) showed that carbon-based impurity concentration varied between 5.1 at% and 20.7 at% as parameters like source distance and
pulse time were varied. 11 Because no improvement to film density was measured, the
substitution of an O2 plasma to “activate” and improve film deposition was largely
unsuccessful. The replacement of water with ozone treatment in the ALD process
yielded more promising results as impurities were minimal after deposition, but device performance measured via two point probe analysis showed leakage currents of
1.5 µF/cm2 , so additional studies are needed. 12
SAM deposition is one of the most viable methods of surface modification. Though
different surfaces used in device fabrication possess differing reactivities, there are a
multitude of SAM molecules available to either activate or deactivate a surface for
selective deposition. Under ideal conditions, SAM molecules form well-ordered layers
via a reaction between the substrate surface and end groups present on the molecule.
Tail groups on organosilane molecules readily react with Si and SiO2 surfaces while
amine or thiol end groups can adhere to metals. 13,14 In general, surface deactivation
is achieved by depositing a SAM with a non-reactive tail group. Methyl terminated
SAMs have often been used to deactivate various surfaces to thin film deposition.
Methyl terminated thiol molecules such as octadecanethiol and dodecanethiol have
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been successfully used to deactivate Cu substrates for selective deposition of ZnO and
TiO2 on SiO2 substrates. 15 Octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) is a common monomer
that can form deactivating SAMs by bonding to Si and SiO2 surfaces by reacting
chlorine atoms on its head group with the surface to produce HCl vapor. A Si-O-Si
bond is formed while the methyl terminated tail protrudes upward nearly perpendicular to the substrate. OTS SAMs have been reported that can prevent at least 200
ALD cycles of HfO2 , TiO2 , and PbS from depositing on SiO2 . 15–21
Surface activation is more variable, as amine, thiol, and other reactive tail groups
have been used to encourage film deposition. Alkanethiols with COOH terminating
groups have been used for area selective deposition of metallic Mg by PVD. 22 A methyl
terminated alkanethiol was first deposited onto Au substrates then exposed to UV
light through a mask to selectively remove some of the deactivating layer. The COOH
terminated SAM was deposited in the open areas so that after exposure to Mg PVD,
Mg-O-R species were detected by time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry
(TOF-SIMS) in COOH terminated areas. No bond was detected between surface
methyl groups and Mg, indicating selective deposition occurred. In this example,
SAMs play both roles of surface activation and deactivation to ensure a high selectivity
during deposition. Organosilanes can also be coupled with activating and deactivating
end groups to selectively deposit metals onto SiO2 . Fujii, et. Al. demonstrated that
OTS SAMs could also be removed by exposure to UV light for selective deposition. 23
OTS prevented the deposition of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) by drop
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casting in n-methylpyrrolidone according to AFM imagery. Areas in the OTS SAM
opened up by UV lithography were filled with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES)
as a surface activator. The amine group terminating an APTES layer is polar, which
allowed for deposition as SWCNT were dissolved in a polar solvent. AFM images
saw no SWCNTs in OTS coated areas, so that SWCNTs could be deposited within
a conducting channel and tested as the gate of a thin film transistor.

1.2

Summary of Results

Though OTS SAMs have shown diverse utility in area-selective deposition techniques,
SAMs have failure points beyond which deposition is no longer selective. Previous
studies which use OTS SAMs to deactivate to ALD precursors typically show deactivation beyond 200 ALD cycles for specific precursors which are relatively large in size
and yield large reaction products that can mask the substrate from deposition. 24,25
The use of TiCl4 to probe for defects in SAMs which lead to failure is proposed.
While metal halides are not as reactive as many metal organics, TiCl4 in particular is
reactive and small enough to locate pinhole defects in a SAM. 26 Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) and goniometry were used to describe an optimized, liquid phase OTS
deposition procedure and ALD of TiO2 using TiCl4 and H2 O was used to probe SAMs
for defects. It is hypothesized that the introduction of cleaning steps which use solvent
extraction and an aqueous oxidizing chemistry in between OTS solution immersions
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will eliminate defects so that substrates will be deactivated to TiO2 deposition.
In situ XPS of the Ti 2p spectrum was used to examine OTS coated substrates
after exposure to multiple pulses of TiCl4 at 170 ◦ C. Integrated Ti-O peak areas were
used to calculate equivalent thicknesses of Ti present on substrates assuming a density
of 3.8 g/cm3 for TiO2 films deposited by ALD. 27 In general, OTS coated surfaces
which had been prepared for deposition using dilute HNO3 were better deactivated
to TiCl4 than OTS coated surfaces which had been prepared using a sulfuric acidperoxide mixture (SPM). Furthermore, introducing a chloroform extraction and SC-1
(NH4 OH:H2 O2 :H2 O) cleaning step halfway through OTS deposition prevented Ti
deposition for up to 250 pulses, indicating that no defects were present. Exposure to
the complete ALD process showed that the optimized deposition process deactivated
SiO2 surfaces to 200 cycles, or 14.3 Å, of deposition. AFM imaging at different
stages of the OTS deposition procedure showed that a chloroform extraction could
remove large, non-polar agglomerates from the SAM, while an SC-1 cleaning step
could remove smaller, polar agglomerates. Combining cleaning steps produced OTS
SAMs free of defects which could be employed in area-selective deposition.
Further studies on the optimized deposition procedure for OTS on SiO2 were
extended to process efficiency and deposition time. Previous studies which used SE
to establish that SAMs were free of defects have cited that defects occur with liquid
phase deposition times shorter than 10 h. 28 Applying intermediate cleaning steps
as previously described, OTS SAMs were deposited on SiO2 within 2 h which were
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capable of deactivating surfaces to up to 200 ALD cycles. XPS was used to analyze
OTS SAMs which were removed from the deposition procedure at different stages
to assess the importance of each step in the process. AFM lithography was also
employed to demonstrate that defect free SAMs which were formed in 2 h could
withstand exposure to dilute aqueous HF in preparation for selective ALD of TiO2
in trenches within the SAM.
Peaks deconvoluted in the O 1s region allowed for examination of surface hydroxyl groups present within SAMs, and coupling SE with C 1s peak area analysis
provided a means to estimate OTS surface coverage. A single 1 hr immersion in
OTS/toluene solution yielded a partial surface coverage of 2.6 molecules/nm2 which
was left unchanged after SC-1 cleaning, though a reduction in the 95% confidence
interval supported the removal of defects. A second immersion in OTS increased coverage by 38% which approaches the maximum attainable coverage on a native SiO2
surface assuming that amorphous SiO2 possesses 4 molecules/nm2 . The concentration
of oxygen present as surface hydroxyls doubled after SC-1 cleaning according to peak
area ratios calculated from the O 1s region. While cleaning steps described in the
optimized process are necessary to remove both polar and non-polar agglomerates,
increased hydroxyl concentration activates areas which were blocked by defects for
additional OTS molecules to pack into the SAM. Defect free layers were formed and
patterned for 8 nm of TiO2 ALD to deposit selectively as an example of potential in
bottom-up fabrication methods.
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Surface activation through precursor substitution has been explored using Al2 O3
ALD. Hydrogen peroxide is a possible substitute for water or O2 plasma as an ALD
oxidant. Because peroxide is highly reactive and quickly decomposes in the presence
of water in ambient conditions, it has rarely been considered useful for thin film
deposition. However, studies have shown an increase in growth rate for In2 O3 films, 29
and better resistive properties of ZnO films which are grown using peroxide. 30 A
fundamental understanding of alumina film nucleation using anhydrous peroxide in
comparison with water is presented. In-situ XPS was used between precursor pulses
to characterize the growth mechanism with each oxidant on hydrogen-terminated
Si(100). Peak area analysis from XPS data was combined with ex-situ ellipsometry
to compare growth characteristics and examine compositional changes from peroxide
use.
Estimates of overall film density were calculated to conclude that alumina films
deposited using peroxide were of higher quality. Growth rates for peroxide-based ALD
rivaled water-based ALD growth rates while using half the oxidant flux. Greater hydroxyl coverage was detected when using peroxide, which led to 40% more aluminum
deposited after 10 ALD cycles. The production of methanol rather than methane during the surface reaction with peroxide caused more unreacted carbon to be trapped
within the film. However, Al coverage indicated that films grown with peroxide were
more dense. Patterns in the fluctuation of carbon as a function of precursor pulses
indicated that unreacted methyl groups were more present in films grown with per-
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oxide. From calculated C to O ratios and Al to Si ratios, more Al is deposited per
TMA pulse using peroxide ALD. In addition, more carbon is desorbed per pulse using peroxide ALD. Because these chemical trends were confirmed by XPS analysis
and SE showed that growth rates for peroxide ALD were equal to growth rates for
water-based ALD, it follows that peroxide indirectly activates film growth to produce
denser Al2 O3 films.
Surface activation and deactivation can also rely on cleaning steps. To explore
the removal of native SiO2 , Si wafers were exposed to vapor phase XeF2 at pressures
lower than 10 mTorr to fluorinate and destabilize the native oxide. Oxides and
surface fluorides were removed by heating substrates to 925 K (650 ◦ C). AFM showed
no change in surface roughness after heating, which showed that native oxide was
etched without etching the underlying Si. The amount of oxide removed could be
controlled down to one monolayer by introducing a sacrificial barrier layer prior to
XeF2 exposure. Barrier layers of trimethylaluminum (TMA) and TiCl4 were used
to achieve etch rates per cycles of 5 Å and 2 Å, respectively. However, fluorine
poisoning on the substrate limited the number of etch cycles that could be used to
remove the native oxide with these barriers. Native oxide removal using XeF2 is an
accepable cleaning step which can be used to deactivate a surface through fluorination
or activate by oxide etching.
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Abstract
Defects occur as self-assembled monolayers form, and the number and type of defects depend on surface preparation, deposition solvent, temperature, time and other
parameters. Indirect measures to detect defects using a layer property, such as thickness or a bond vibrational frequency, are used routinely for process development, but
often lack sensitivity. Direct measures using an atomic probe offer a glimpse of defect
structures, but over a small fraction of the layer. Direct detection after reacting defects
by etching or deposition is more common, and this approach has advanced our understanding of how monolayers form and has lead to improved monolayers for a variety of
applications. A series of TiCl4 gas pulses were reacted with defects in organosilane layers on SiO2 depositing TiO, which was measured by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
The defects were silanol groups and siloxane bridge bonds at the interface between
the layer and the SiO2 surface and on agglomerates physisorbed to the layer. For the
smoothest surfaces, there was an incubation period in which no TiO was detected,
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which increased monotonically as the TiO saturation coverage or the total number
of defects decreased. Cleaning the layer by solvent extraction to remove non-polar
agglomerates followed by an aqueous mixture of ammonium hydroxide and hydrogen
peroxide, which is Standard Clean 1, a common particle removal step for silicon surfaces, produced an organosilane monolayer without agglomerates based on atomic force
microscopy and with a low defect density. This monolayer had an organosilane density
of 3.8 molecules/nm2 and passivated the SiO2 surface for 250 pulses of TiCl4 and 200
complete TiO2 atomic layer deposition cycles using TiCl4 and water vapor without
depositing TiO, and failed at 300 complete cycles. The Standard Clean 1 solution not
only removed defects left by solvent extraction, but also lead the organosilane layer to
reorganize.

Introduction
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) can contain defects that are imperfections in the arrangement and bonding of the molecules in the film. A cross-section of an alkylsilane layer
is shown schematically in Fig. 1 including a representative, but by no means comprehensive,
collection of defects. The types of defects that form depend on the length of the alkyl chain
and the functional groups on the molecule and at the surface. For organosilane monolayers
on SiO2 surfaces, defects have been attributed to missing and misaligned molecules, physical
adsorption of self-reacted molecules forming agglomerates, and grain boundaries between
islands. 1–6 Fig. 1a shows a physisorbed dimer which is representative of the propensity of
organosilane molecules to react with one another in the fluid phase, especially when the head
group is multi-functional. 4 The dimer is physisorbed to the layer blocking silanol (Si-OH)
sites on SiO2 and preventing other molecules from reacting with the surface. Differences
in site population and molecular density at boundaries may prevent islands from growing
together smoothly. Fig. 1b depicts a narrow space or line defect 1 between two alkylsilane
islands with differing short-range order. Space between islands creates a nanometer scale
2
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pinhole that could trap a monomer and prevent it from reacting with a surface site. 2,3 Fig.
1c shows a misaligned alkylsilane molecule—either within or at the boundary of an island—
that blocks silanol surface sites. Molecules and agglomerates physisorbed to the top of a
monolayer are depicted in Fig. 1d. Weakly bound molecules and agglomerates distributed
across the layer can block surface sites and contain silanol groups and siloxane bonds not
associated with the monolayer. Defects reduce the molecular density and the order of the
monolayer. Identifying the types of defects present in alkylsilane monolayers can add insight
on the kinetic barriers that occur during layer formation. In this context, a defect can be
thought of as the product of an undesired side reaction. Characterizing the types of defects
present in a layer facilitates process designs to remove them.

Figure 1: Schematic of possible defects in an alkylsilane layer deposited on hydroxylated
SiO2 : a) Molecules that reacted with each other in solution and physisorb blocking surface
sites; b) grain boundaries that create narrow gaps or pinholes and exclude molecules from
reacting with the surface; c) misaligned or tilted molecules and d) unreacted molecules or
agglomerates that physisorb to the surface and may introduce undesired reactive sites. The
atoms corresponding to the colors are Si blue, Cl green, C light gray, H red, and O dark
gray.

Defects have been detected indirectly by measuring properties such as thickness and contact angle and comparing to the values of a reference film. The ellipsometric film thickness
is measured over a relatively large area of a few square millimeters and is often used to
infer that molecules are self-assembled and to estimate the tilt angle by comparison to the
molecular length. 1,7–11 Measurements of the contact angle—typically using a static drop of
water—have served in the same way to determine whether a monolayer is complete by com-
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parison with established values. 7,9–13 These methods are most useful for rapidly determining
whether monolayer formation succeeded or not. Detecting defects using these methods is
incidental and course-grained since defects may not affect thickness or contact angle. For
example, alkylsilane layers made with molecules containing chains of 10 carbon atoms or
less had the same thickness as densely packed monolayers, yet failed to prevent HfO2 from
depositing on the surface presumably in defective areas of the film after 50 atomic layer
deposition (ALD) cycles of HfCl4 and water. 14 The thickness of alkylthiol layers on copper
obtained from impedance measurements was close to the molecular lengths, yet the layers did
not completely prevent corrosion since the inhibition efficiency increased from 69% to 91%
in the series 8, 12, and 18 C atom chains. 15 An exception to the lack of sensitivity to defects
in thickness and contact angle measurements is the correlation between the monolayer order
and the receding contact angle measured using a drop of hexadecane rather than water for
octadecyltrichlorosilane (ODTS) monolayers on SiO2 . 16
Defects are associated with the alkyl chain length because molecules with shorter alkyl
chains generally form disordered layers containing many defects, whereas molecules with
longer chains form ordered monolayers containing fewer or no defects under particular processing conditions. The vibration frequency of a chemical group has been used to assess the
crystallinity of a layer, and to infer the relative amount of order by comparison to a reference film. The asymmetric methylene stretching frequency (νa -CH2 ) in the Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectra of molecules that contain long alkyl chains provides a qualitative
measure of the order, orientation, and coverage of molecules in the layer. This frequency in
bulk crystalline octadecanethiol (ODT) is at 2917 cm−1 . 17 The proximity of νa -CH2 in other
monolayers to this vibration frequency is indicative of the order in the layer and the peak
intensity provides information on the coverage. As deposition time increased, the intensity
of νa -CH2 in an ODT SAM flipped from negative to positive. 17 The tilt angle decreased
from 45◦ to 14◦ as the molecules stood more upright in the layer because of the increasing
coverage and transition from short to long-range order. A similar result was obtained for
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alkylthiol monolayers on GaAs where νa -CH2 decreased from 2923 to 2918 cm−1 and the
peak intensity rose sharply as the length of the alkyl chain was increased in the series 12,
18, and 20 C atoms. 18
Defects in SAMs have been directly imaged with atomic probes. Scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) images of alkanethiol monolayers adsorbed on crystalline gold surfaces
showed defects such as steps, dislocations, vacancies, domain boundaries and missing rows
in the layer. 19,20 Alkanethiol monolayer defects associated with substrate vacancies have also
been identified by STM on gold surfaces. Though substrate vacancies can cause defects at
monolayer domain boundaries, they are not considered defects by themselves regardless of
which detection technique was used. 21
Perhaps the most common detection technique is to react another molecule at a defect
site and measure the reaction product. Defects have been detected in this way using either
etching or deposition reactions. For example, Zhao et al. deposited an alkylthiol layer on
Au at the top of a SiO2 /Cr/Au film stack on silicon. 22 Openings in the alkylthiolate SAM
exposed Au and Cr atoms that were etched in a ferricyanide solution uncovering SiO2 . The
SiO2 was subsequently etched in a dilute aqueous HF solution exposing the underlying silicon
surface. Etching the silicon surface anisotropically in aqueous KOH and isopropyl alcohol
produced pits that were imaged with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The density of
pits per area was obtained for different SAM molecules. Losic et al. point out that one
downside of this technique is that it alters the original size of the defects and possibly the
defect density. 6
As we saw in Fig. 1, defects in alkylsilane layers can leave sites on the surface that
are reactive with other atoms and molecules. Pb electrodeposited at defect sites on an
indium tin oxide (ITO) surface covered with an organophosphonic acid monolayer based
on x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and STM. 22 The monolayers with the fewest
defects were formed on the smoothest surfaces and on amorphous ITO that had higher initial
surface concentrations of hydroxide groups rather than on polycrystalline surfaces. The
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images showed Pb preferentially deposited at grain edges on polycrystalline ITO substrates
covered with monolayers, which contained the most defects. Tyramine was electrochemically
polymerized in open sites in an alkanethiol monolayer on gold. 6 The tyramine polymer was
detected as small peaks in cyclic voltammograms. The polymer formed 4-6 nm high nodules
that were imaged with atomic force microscopy (AFM) to obtain the shape, size, location,
and density of defects. These studies found defects in layers formed by molecules containing
alkyl chains on different surfaces and quantified the defects that were formed.
A similar approach helped in the design of a chemical process to reduce defects in a monolayer composed of monoreactive perfluorodecylchlorosilane molecules. Silver electrolessly
deposited on the underlying Si surface at defects sites in the SAM producing nanoparticle
deposits that were imaged with SEM and AFM. 4 Three repeated series of fluoroalkylchlorosilane immersions followed by solvent extraction at about 111 ◦ C for 3 h reduced the XPS silver
signal below the detection limit of about 100 silver atoms per million surface atoms. After the
first solvent extraction, the silver concentration was higher than on the as-deposited layer.
This study shows that solvent extraction removed physisorbed and misaligned molecules
from the layer and exposed surface sites that additional alkylsilane molecules could react
with on the next exposure, which improved the continuity of the SAM. The authors point
out that the aqueous hydrofluoric acid solution used for electroless deposition could undercut the SiO2 layer that the SAM is bound to and increase the silver that deposits and the
number of defects detected. Replacing the solution chemistries with a gas phase process that
does not etch the underlying oxide could avoid this problem.
Many atomic layer deposition processes have been used in combination with a SAM
resist to selectively deposit material in a specific area and make hierarchical or repeated
structures. 9,10,13,14,23–25 The gas phase ALD precursors react and deposit on the surface in
areas that were opened in the SAM layer by patterning, and are blocked from reacting in
non-patterned regions that are still covered by the SAM. In the non-patterned areas, defect
free SAMs are desirable to avoid non-specific adsorption. Post-process characterization of the
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surface provides a measure of the selectivity between patterned and non-patterned regions,
which for ALD processes is typically expressed as the number of cycles before deposition is
observed in the non-patterned areas. For example, 40 nm wide troughs were patterned in
an octadecyltrichlorosilane (ODTS) SAM by AFM lithography. An ALD process consisting
of 50 cycles of bis(2,2,6,6,-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato)lead(II) (Pb(tmhd)2 ) and H2 S
deposited 4.5 nm of PbS in the troughs. 26 Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) confirmed
that no PbS was deposited in the non-patterned areas of the ODTS resist. An ODTS
SAM blocked HfO2 deposition on SiO2 for 50 ALD cycles, or 36-38 Å of growth, using
the precursors HfCl4 or Hf[N(CH3 )2 ]4 combined with H2 O based on XPS or Auger electron
spectroscopy mapping. 14,27 Increasing the number of cycles to 200 using the precursor HfCl4
caused the SAM to fail and HfO2 deposited. The authors propose that unreacted Si-OH
groups are left after the SAM layer formed because of flaws in the registry between the
molecules in the SAM layer and the surface atoms on the amorphous silicon oxide and
that the ALD precursors can react with siloxane bonds, which are possible nucleation sites.
Because the amount of a precursor that deposits is better controlled by ALD than a liquid
phase process, ALD is a more precise means of detecting defects in a monolayer. However,
it is not clear from these studies whether one of the precursors reacted with the molecules in
the monolayer and after several ALD cycles damaged the layer creating defects that caused
the layer to fail to protect the surface. The loss of area selectivity has been attributed to
ALD precursors reacting with the monolayer. 28
A point to keep in mind is that selective deposition depends on the reactivity between
the surfaces and precursors chosen. We illustrate this idea with the metal halide precursor TiCl4 , which we chose in this study. TiCl4 deposits selectively on hydroxylated silicon
oxide (SiO2 -OH) compared to hydrogen terminated silicon (Si-H) without using an organosilane monolayer. The TiO2 growth rate was 180 times higher on SiO2 -OH compared to
Si-H because the heat of reaction of TiCl4 on SiO2 -OH is much higher. 29 The selectivity of
TiCl4 reacting with SiO2 -OH relative to Si-H is much higher than that of the precursors
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trimethylaluminum (TMA) and tetrakis(dimethylamido)hafnium(IV) (TDMA-Hf) because
the growth rates of Al2 O3 and HfO2 on Si-H were more than half that on SiO2 -OH. When
water was eliminated from the process, about 2 nm of TiO2 was deposited on hydroxylated
SiO2 compared to Si-H without any molecule to block deposition on Si-H. 30 The ALD process consisted of pulses of TiCl4 and titanium tetra-isopropoxide [Ti(OCH(CH3 )2 )4 , TTIP]
at 170 ◦ C instead of water. Water oxidizes Si-H forming nucleation sites for Ti deposition.
Moreover, the precursor combination TiCl4 and water will selectively deposit TiO2 on SiO2
relative to Si-H without an organosilane layer if the process is altered. Coupling cycles of
atomic layer etching (ALE) using WF6 and BCl3 with cycles of ALD using TiCl4 and water
vapor at 170 ◦ C deposited 12 nm high TiO2 lines on hydroxylated SiO2 selectively to Si-H
without a blocking agent such as a SAM. 31
Although vapor phase processes to deposit monolayer resists can be integrated with gas
phase selective deposition processes in the same reactor, 9,32 liquid phases are typically used
to deposit octadecyltrichlorosilane (ODTS) layers, in part, because complete monolayers are
formed. 33–36 ODTS molecules readily associate at the solid surface of SiO2 and hydrolyze
in the presence of surface water forming a cross-linked network. 33,37 AFM images taken at
intermittent deposition times showed that after only 15 min, ODTS molecules completely
covered the surface of a flat glass plate. 38 The average surface roughness of the ODTS layer
increased steadily with deposition times up to 2 h, which was attributed to the monolayer
undergoing structural rearrangements or chemical bonding. After deposition times of 15-30
min on fused silica, the FTIR peaks below 1300 cm−1 showed that ODTS hydrolyzed quickly
in the presence of surface water (i.e. a layer of water molecules physisorbed to surface silanol
groups). 37 A network of cross-linked ODTS molecules formed on the surface based on the
appearance of the 1020 cm−1 peak, yet there were relatively few ODTS molecules bonded
to the surface based on the lack of a strong peak at 1060 cm−1 indicative of Si(surface)-OSi bonding. A contact time of only 30 s was needed to transfer ODTS molecules from a
polymeric stamp to a Si/SiO2 surface. 39 The patterned ODTS layer blocked the deposition
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of 150 ALD cycles of titanium isopropoxide and water at 423 K (150 ◦ C). The ODTS film
thickness was 24 Å in the non-patterned areas covered by ODTS, and 17 nm of TiO2 was
selectively deposited in the micron-wide lines patterned in the ODTS layer.
Both the ODTS monolayer thickness and contact angle on Si/SiO2 rapidly increase in
the first 2 h of deposition to values of around 26 Å and 110◦ , which are within experimental
error of the values of the fully formed SAM, but blocking metal halide ALD precursors, in
particular, from reacting with the surface typically requires deposition times longer than 10
h. 10,14,26,40 The Hf XPS peak on Si/SiO2 attenuated as the immersion time in the ODTS
solution increased, but only after 2400 min (40 h) was the surface completely deactivated to
50 ALD cycles of hafnium tetrachloride (HfCl4 ) and water at 300 ◦ C. 3 ODTS deposited on
SiO2 also failed to deactivate surfaces to TiCl4 beyond 50 ALD cycles, as a Ti coverage of 1.01.5 at% was measured after 100 cycles. 41 Sinha et. al. attribute this failure to difficulties in
forming monolayers without defects. While metal halides are not as reactive as their metalorganic counterparts, they are significantly smaller and do not produce reaction byproducts
that can block active sites during ALD. 42,43
Metal halide precursors combined with variations in the monolayer deposition process are
a potent combination to detect and remove defects in alkylsilane monolayers. Small molecules
like metal halides can penetrate defects such as pinholes in the layers and react at the hydrolyzed SiO2 surface. 3 Eliminating defects would extend the life of patterned monolayers
used to mask deposition when only SiO2 surfaces are present and maintain the selectivity
for a longer period of time producing thicker structures. The long ODTS deposition times
needed to completely block metal halide precursors may be due to the barriers associated
with steric hindrance and a reduction in entropy for an 18 carbon long ODTS molecule to
diffuse completely into a pinhole in a layer. 44 An alternative is to use a smaller molecule to
fill defect sites. SAMs formed using long-chain silane molecules such as ODTS or tricontyltrichlorosilane (TTS) have been repaired using a second deposition of trimethylchlorosilane
(TMCS) and this process prevented HfCl4 from depositing on reactor walls for up to 200
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process cycles. 45
Two approaches to decrease defects in monolayers that can be pursued in tandem are
finding process conditions that minimize the defect formation rate as the molecules deposit
and removing defects that persist in the layer after the deposition is complete. The methods
used to clean and prepare the substrate surface, the amount of water on the substrate surface before and during deposition, the concentration of the alkylsilane molecule and water in
the deposition bath, the solvent, and the time and temperature influence defect formation
and can be optimized to eliminate defects in alkylsilane monolayers. Selecting the deposition
temperature as an example of alkylsilane process optimization, contact angles were measured
using an optical method and used to find both the critical surface tension of γc = 20.5 ± 0.5
mN/m, which was independent of the alkyl chain length, and a maximum temperature for
forming a densely packed monolayer, which did vary with the alkyl chain length. 36 The authors reason that the silane molecules go from a 2D gas state, where the head groups have
hydrolyzed and the molecules are strongly attracted to the substrate, directly to a liquid condensed state, where alkylsilane chains are closely packed, at deposition temperatures below
the maximum. The maximum temperature for forming densely packed ODTS monolayers
was 24 ◦ C. In another study, both symmetric and antisymmetric methylene stretches reached
maximum peak intensity at 28 ± 5◦ C. 1
We chose the second approach to decrease defects, namely cleaning the layer after it
was formed. The long times needed to deposit alkylsilane monolayers that block metal
halides from reacting at the Si/SiO2 surface and the success with repeated deposition of the
alkylchlorosilane molecules—either the same or a smaller molecule—suggested to us to break
up the long monolayer deposition process into two steps—we chose two 24 h immersions—
and to chemically remove different classes of defects after the first immersion. We can’t
distinguish analytically among all of the defects shown schematically in Fig. 1, yet we can
devise processes that target specific physical defects and that alter the surface chemistry.
Jalali and Gates demonstrated that extracting physically adsorbed fluoroalkylchlorosilane
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molecules from the monolayer by repeated rinses in a Soxhlet using hot toluene lowered the
defectivity. 4 In this study, we investigate whether an aqueous oxidizing chemistry removes
agglomerates that are not removed by extraction with an organic solvent and, in addition,
rehydroxylates the surface. Our hypothesis is that if there are different types of defects in
ODTS monolayers on a Si/SiO2 surface, such as molecules and agglomerates with a variety
of compositions, polarities, and sizes, and both an organic solvent extraction and aqueous
oxidizing process are inserted between two ODTS depositions, then a complete monolayer
will be formed that prevents the gas phase metal halide TiCl4 from reacting with the surface
and depositing Ti.
Several processes are known to remove particles and hydroxylate Si/SiO2 surfaces. We
chose an aqueous alkaline oxidizing solution commonly referred to as Standard Clean 1 (SC1), which is used to remove particles from silicon surfaces in semiconductor manufacturing,
leaving a thin chemical oxide. 46 Screening tests showed that SC-1, which is a mixture of ammonium hydroxide, hydrogen peroxide, and water, had little effect on the ODTS monolayer
thickness and contact angle. Although strong bases such as NaOH are known to remove
organosilane monolayers, 47 SC-1 is more mild. We report AFM images as well as the uptake
of Ti after ALD half-cycles consisting of repeated pulsing of TiCl4 without water pulses until
saturation is achieved and after ALD full cycles in order to understand how solvent extraction and the aqueous oxidizing base remove defects in the alkylsilane monolayer. We chose
the gas phase metal halide TiCl4 to quantify the relative number of defects in the ODTS
monolayers because it is a small molecule (molecular radius = 3.2 Å) and because it reacts
readily with Si-OH due to the strong bond that Ti makes with O. 48 The size and reactivity
of TiCl4 are the likely cause of the failure of ODTS monolayers to protect Si/SiO2 surfaces
during selective deposition beyond a few tens of ALD cycles. 41
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Experimental
Acetone (99%), methanol (98%), isopropanol (99.8%), sulfuric acid (96%), and hydrogen
peroxide (30%) were purchased from Honeywell. Nitric Acid (70%), octadecyltrichlorosilane
(ODTS, CH3 (CH2 )17 SiCl3 , 90%), trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS, (CH3 )3 SiCl, 97%), ammonium hydroxide (98%), hexane (95%) and toluene (98%, anhydrous) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Chloroform (99%) was purchased from General Chemical. All chemicals
were used as received. DI water (18.2 MΩ-cm) and ultra-pure nitrogen (99.9999%) were
supplied by the Micro-Nano Fabrication Center at the University of Arizona. All drying
steps in the deposition procedure were performed with ultra-pure N2 .
Samples were cut from p-type Si(100) into 1 cm × 1.5 cm pieces. Sample preparation
consisted of sonication in acetone followed by methanol for 5 min each, and immersion in
an acid bath to clean and hydroxylate the surface. Acid baths consisted of either a sulfuric
acid-hydrogen peroxide mixture (piranha, 3:1 v/v%) for 20 min or a dilute aqueous nitric
acid solution (dHNO3 , 1:3 v/v%) for 10 min at 80 ◦ C. Samples were rinsed with DI water
and dried between cleaning steps.
The standard ODTS deposition procedure consisted of three steps. First, a sample
cleaned with either piranha or dHNO3 was heated to 120 ◦ C for 2 min in air to thin the
water layer. The sample was allowed to cool back to room temperature. Second, the sample
was immersed for 2, 24, or 48 h in a 10 mM solution of ODTS dissolved in toluene at
ambient conditions (20◦ C, below 50% relative humidity). Third, the sample was removed
from the ODTS solution and rinsed by flowing chloroform over the surface for 1 min and
dried. This process sequence including heating, deposition, and solvent rinse is denoted x h
ODTS, where x denotes the number of hours in the ODTS solution. In select experiments,
toluene was replaced by either methanol or chloroform, or ODTS was replaced by TMCS.
Results with these substitutions are noted.
After depositing the organosilane, some samples were cleaned and hydroxylated in a 1:1:5
v/v% mixture of ammonium hydroxide, hydrogen peroxide, and DI water for 5 min at 80
12
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C and dried. This solution is called Standard Clean 1 (SC-1) or ammonia peroxide mixture

(APM). Although dilute formulations are used more commonly in current semiconductor
manufacturing, 46 we chose the conventional ratio. The process sequence with an intermediate
SC-1 step between two 24 h ODTS depositions is denoted 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS.
TiO2 was deposited in a custom built hot-wall ALD reactor held at 170 ◦ C in all experiments. Either TiCl4 was pulsed alone or followed by a water pulse completing one ALD
cycle. Pulses of both TiCl4 and water precursors were accompanied by a nitrogen purge to
remove the precursor from the reactor. Each TiCl4 pulse and purge combination consisted of
1 s of TiCl4 (Hi-k grade, Air Products) followed by 30 s of N2 . Each water pulse and purge
combination consisted of 0.2 s of water vapor followed by 30 s of N2 . One full ALD cycle
consequently lasted approximately 1 min. The TiCl4 and water vapor sources were maintained at 20 ◦ C. Both precursors were introduced into the reactor using a nitrogen carrier
at a flow rate of 20 sccm. The precursor pressure was approximately 1 Torr in the reactor
during a pulse.
Samples were transferred under high vacuum from the ALD reactor to the XPS chamber.
XPS spectra were acquired with non-monochromatic Al-Kα radiation (1486.6 eV) and a
double-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (Physical Electronics, 549). The C 1s peak was
assigned to a binding energy of 284.5 eV and used as a reference to compensate for surface
charging. 49 Both inelastic and elastic background signals due to electron scattering were
removed using the Shirley Algorithm. 50 Peak deconvolution was performed with Igor Pro
(WaveMetrics, Inc., v6) analysis software. High resolution XPS analysis of the Ti 2p region
was carried out to estimate surface coverage from peak areas. Surface coverage calculations
were validated using the layer thickness measured with an ellipsometer (J.A. Woollam Co.,
M-2000). Surface roughness was measured using a Digital Instruments Multimode V Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM) with a Nanoscope V Controller in tapping mode. The static contact
angle of a 5 µl sessile drop of water was measured using a goniometer (Rame-Hart Inc. Model
100-0). Droplets were placed across the sample using a micropipette, and left and right side
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contact angles were averaged for each measurement. A total of five measurements were
averaged on each sample.

Results and Discussion
Without an ODTS layer on clean and hydroxylated SiO2 , a single pulse of TiCl4 deposited
3.5 Å or about one monolayer of TiO. With an ODTS layer on the surface, the TiO thickness
was less than one monolayer and the film was not continuous. Fig. 2 shows the equivalent
TiO thickness for various ODTS layer preparation sequences after repeatedly pulsing TiCl4
at 170 ◦ C and purging with nitrogen. After the organosilane layer is deposited, silanol
groups should no longer be present in the layer or at the SiO2 surface. Repeatedly pulsing
TiCl4 deposits TiO at silanol groups remaining in the layer yielding -SiO-TiCl3 moieties and
HCl which desorbed. Water vapor is not pulsed to avoid converting Ti-Cl bonds to Ti-OH
and reacting with another TiCl4 molecule in the next pulse. In principle, this technique
selectively deposited only one Ti atom at every silanol group. These silanols are defects and
the number of defects was detected by the TiO peak in the XPS.
The number of defects is quantified by the TiO deposited expressed as a film thickness
(left axis in Fig. 2), which was converted to a surface density (per cm2 on the right axis in
Fig. 2) using the molecular mass and density of TiO2 . The TiO film thickness was estimated
using the attenuation of the Si 2p signal assuming a uniform ODTS layer on top of a uniform
SiO2 layer on the Si surface (see supplementary information for descriptions of the model
and the estimation method). The equivalent thickness shown in Fig. 2 is the thickness if
all of the TiO were spread uniformly on the surface. Each data point was acquired on a
separate sample. Samples were chemically analyzed only after pulsing TiCl4 because XPS
damages ODTS layers. 51
The TiO uptake curves in Fig. 2a and b for SiO2 hydroxylated with piranha show that
the TiO rose rapidly from the first TiCl4 pulse and saturated after about 150 pulses at a
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Figure 2: TiO uptake curves after repeated TiCl4 pulses on ODTS layers prepared by (a)
piranha/2 h ODTS ( ), (b) piranha/48 h ODTS ( ), (c) dHNO3 /48 h ODTS ( ), (d)
dHNO3 /24 h ODTS/24 h ODTS ( ), (e) dHNO3 /24 hr ODTS/SC-1 ( ), (f) dHNO3 /24
h ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS ( ). The integrated Ti 2p XPS peak area was converted into
an equivalent thickness (left axis) and a surface density (right axis). Each data point was
obtained on a separate sample.

thickness of 1.9 and 1.4 Å, respectively, for layers deposited by single ODTS depositions of
2 and 48 h. Lengthening the ODTS deposition time from 2 to 48 h reduced the amount of
TiO deposited by about 25% at saturation. The curves rise exponentially to a plateau as the
available reaction sites are converted to TiO. The difference in TiO thickness between the
curves in Fig. 2a and b remains approximately constant as the amount of TiCl4 the surfaces
were exposed to was varied and shows that the types of defects in the two layers are similar
and that there are fewer defects on the 48 h ODTS layer. 52
Silanol groups and weak siloxane bridge bonds on the surface are defects because they are
prone to react with TiCl4 . Silanol groups that did not condense and form a siloxane (–Si–
O–Si–) bridge are left at the interface between the layer and SiO2 as well as on agglomerates
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that are physisorbed within or on top of the layer. Silanol (-SiO-H) groups react readily with
TiCl4 forming -SiO-TiCl3 , which is detected as TiO by XPS, and HCl, which desorbs into
the gas phase. The interface between the organosilane layer and the SiO2 surface contains
an extensive network of siloxane (–Si–O–Si–O–) bonds that cross-link ODTS molecules,
holding the layer together, and that attach the layer to the SiO2 . 37 Disorder in the ODTS
layer broadens the range of bond energies and angles of these siloxane bridges and the
weakest bonds are susceptible to attack by TiCl4 forming -Si-O-TiCl3 and -Si-Cl. Moreover,
agglomerates produced by ODTS molecules reacting with each other contain siloxane bonds
and these too may have a range of energies with the weakest attacked by TiCl4 .
On the ODTS layers prepared using dHNO3 in Fig. 2c-f, there is an incubation period
of varying duration where there is no Ti growth followed by an onset where Ti deposits
rapidly and saturates. We don’t expect that the diffusion of TiCl4 across the organosilane
layer contributes to the incubation period because the characteristic diffusion time is about
an order of magnitude faster than the pulse length. 53 When there is no growth during the
incubation period, the TiCl4 still reacts with defects depositing TiO but the coverage is
below the detection limit of XPS for Ti. Based on other data, the sensitivity of XPS to
Ti on a Si/SiO2 surface is about 0.5 at% or about 3 × 1012 atoms/cm2 using the silicon
surface atom density. The incubation period is consequently the amount of TiCl4 (gas flux
multiplied by number of pulses or time) needed to reach this threshold TiO surface atom
density. The longer the incubation period, the less reactive the surface is initially.
Hydroxylating the SiO2 surface with dHNO3 rather than piranha reduced the equivalent
TiO deposited on the 48 h ODTS layer to about 1 Å at saturation, as shown by the uptake
curve in Fig. 2c. There was no TiO deposited to the XPS sensitivity limit after 10 TiCl4
pulses. Instead, the uptake of TiO was delayed until between 10 and 50 pulses were delivered.
The saturation thickness was 35% lower than when the same ODTS process was used on
SiO2 hydroxylated with piranha.
Cleaning the monolayer after one or more ODTS immersions significantly increased the
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number of TiCl4 pulses necessary before TiO was detected on the surface by XPS as shown
in Fig. 2d-f. Splitting the 48 h ODTS deposition into two 24 h steps and cleaning the layer
after each immersion by rinsing in chloroform increased the incubation period to between
100 and 150 TiCl4 pulses (Fig. 2d). The equivalent TiO thickness at saturation was reduced
by about 40% to 0.6 Å. These results are consistent with other studies that show solvent
extraction reduces layer defects. 4,33,35,36,54,55 Reducing the ODTS deposition time to 24 h
and cleaning by rinsing in chloroform followed by SC-1 immersion increased the incubation
period further to between 150 and 200 TiCl4 pulses (Fig. 2e). The equivalent TiO thickness
at saturation was reduced by about 30% to 0.4 Å. Comparing Fig. 2d and e shows that SC-1
reduced the number of defects even without a second ODTS deposition and that chloroform
extraction alone is not sufficient to clean the layer. The second ODTS deposition may not
have introduced more defects, but without cleaning the layer first, a second ODTS deposition
is insufficient to remove defects even when accompanied by a second chloroform rinse.
Finally, cleaning an ODTS layer by rinsing in chloroform followed by SC-1 immersion and
depositing ODTS again for 24 h extended the incubation period to 250 TiCl4 pulses (Fig. 2f).
The ODTS layer produced by this process sequence passivated the SiO2 surface to TiCl4 . SC1 solution is used to remove particles from silicon surfaces. 46 Comparing Fig. 2e and f shows
that the cleaning steps removed agglomerates from the surface opening up sites for ODTS
molecules to react and become part of the layer during the second deposition. Considering
the results of the TiCl4 pulsing experiments in Fig. 2, the length of the incubation period
correlates with the amount of TiO that deposited at saturation. The TiO is representative of
the overall reactivity of the layer and surface. As the incubation period becomes longer and
longer, the amount of TiO at saturation drops, and we conclude that the monolayer reduces
the overall reactivity of the surface, not just the initial reactivity. The overall reactivity
of the monolayer and surface is lower because there are fewer defects. The trends in Fig.
2 suggest that every TiCl4 molecule in the pulsing experiments that reacts, reacts with a
unique defect site, rather than multiple TiCl4 molecules reacting with each defect. In the
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latter case, we would expect that the equivalent TiO thickness would not saturate.
Silanol groups are the likely cause of the increased reactivity of the ODTS layer and
surface after hydroxylating with piranha. The activation barrier for the reaction between
TiCl4 and a silanol group at the interface or on an agglomerate is low because on the clean
SiO2 surface a monolayer of TiO was deposited after a single TiCl4 pulse. The sharp rise
in TiO on the surfaces hydroxylated with piranha is primarily due to reaction with silanol
groups. AFM shows that SiO2 surfaces cleaned with piranha can be up to two orders of
magnitude rougher than surfaces cleaned with dHNO3 . 56 A higher silanol density is expected
on a rougher surface, and there should be more grain boundaries between ODTS islands as
well, resulting in a greater number of defects. In contrast, the silanol groups on the smoother
surface after dHNO3 are more accessible to ODTS molecules during deposition and a higher
percentage of these react. 57 The much longer incubation period on the surfaces hydroxylated
with dHNO3 suggests that there are no silanol groups or the silanol groups are more difficult
to access. Extending this idea a little further indicates that agglomerates present on these
surfaces do not contain easily accessible silanol groups.
Topographic images obtained by tapping atomic force microscopy on ODTS layers cleaned
by solvent extraction and SC-1 immersion are shown in Fig. 3 as the process sequence is
varied. All of these samples were hydroxylated with dHNO3 before depositing the organosilane. The layers shown in Fig. 3a-c were prepared by repeating two deposition and rinse
cycles, where each cycle consisted of heating, 24 h immersion in ODTS, and either rinsing in
water or chloroform or immersing in SC-1. In the case of the chloroform rinse, the sequence
is equivalent to two standard ODTS depositions (24 h ODTS/24 h ODTS). The layer in Fig.
3d was prepared by two standard ODTS depositions with the addition of an intermediate
SC-1 immersion at 80 ◦ C for 5 min (24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS).
The image in Fig. 3a after rinsing in water and drying shows many 100 nm or smaller
agglomerates scattered over the ODTS layer as well as a nonuniform film containing many
small pits. The average surface roughness was approximately 3 nm. As a reference, the
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average surface roughness on the untreated native oxide starting surface for these experiments
was 0.2 ± 0.02 nm. The agglomerates and other material are likely composed of polymerized
ODTS supporting the layer schematic in Fig. 1. The agglomerates and residue are a worst
case example of the types of defects that are possible on an ODTS film. The image in
Fig. 3b shows that solvent extraction by rinsing in chloroform significantly improved the
surface topography (note the more sensitive z scale bar). Agglomerates are still observed
but they are fewer in number and smaller in size compared to the water rinse. The regions
of the ODTS layer without agglomerates are smooth and featureless. The average surface
roughness dropped to 0.59±0.2 nm. Although removing agglomerates likely uncovers surface
sites that can react with TiCl4 , the net result is a substantial reduction in the total number of
defects in the layer as shown by a comparison of Fig. 2c and d. Areas on the surface covered
by agglomerates were filled during the second ODTS deposition. The 24 h ODTS/24 h
ODTS layer TiO uptake curve in Fig. 2d corresponds to the AFM image in Fig. 3b. There
are moieties on the agglomerates that react with TiCl4 because once these are gone, the
incubation period lengthens.
Immersion in SC-1 without first extracting with chloroform yielded ODTS layers with
topography similar to the chloroform extraction with large featureless areas and agglomerates, although the agglomerates were much larger, even larger than observed on the water
rinsed sample (Fig. 3c). The average surface roughness was 1.1 ± 2.2 nm and increased
compared to the sample cleaned by solvent extraction. The aqueous SC-1 did not deposit a
similar residue on the ODTS layer as seen after a water rinse (Fig. 3a), and the monolayer
remained intact based on film thickness measured by ellipsometry.
Combining solvent extraction and one intermediate SC-1 immersion produced a nearly
featureless ODTS layer as shown by the image in Fig. 3d. The average surface roughness
was 0.24 ± 0.09 nm, recovering the value of the starting native oxide. Chloroform and SC-1
are chemically dissimilar, and the AFM indicates that the types of agglomerates removed
are different. The 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS layer that yielded the TiO uptake curve in
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Figure 3: Tapping mode AFM images on samples covered with organosilane layers prepared
by two deposition and rinse cycles, where each cycle consisted of immersion in ODTS for 24
h and a) rinsing in DI water, b) rinsing in chloroform, c) immersion in SC-1, and d) rinsing
in chloroform and immersion in SC-1 after the first ODTS deposition and rinsing only in
chloroform after the second ODTS immersion. All samples were hydroxylated with dHNO3 ,
heated before each ODTS deposition, and dried after each rinse.

Fig. 2f corresponds to the AFM image in Fig. 3d. The number of defects is high in the 10−14
per cm2 range as shown in Figure 2 because many of these defects are due to agglomerates
on the surface. Once these are removed by the two cleaning steps, then the defect number
drops to the 10−13 per cm2 range or below as shown in Fig. 2e and f.
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A corollary to the success cleaning the monolayer after the first alkylsilane deposition is
there are fewer agglomerates on the layer after the second deposition. In other words, the
agglomerates are inherent part of the process of forming the monolayer, and they are not the
result of particles that form in the bulk liquid, diffuse to the layer, and physisorb. A possible mechanism is that water on the SiO2 surface is responsible for agglomerate formation.
Based on the idea that ODTS forms a network of cross-linked molecules when it encounters
surface water, 33,36,37 too much surface water forms several networks some of which produce
aggregates, such as micelles, and some of which end up as part of the organosilane layer
attached to the surface. This mechanism explains why there are few agglomerates after the
second ODTS deposition. The surface is hydrophobic after the first ODTS deposition, and
there is little surface water present. Without careful control of surface water, agglomerate
formation may be an inherent part of forming a monolayer, at least organosilane monolayers
on Si/SiO2 using toluene as the solvent. A study designed to improve the reproducibility of
making dense alkylsilane monolayers emphasized the importance of controlling both surface
water and the deposition temperature. 36 And low water solubility is a criterion that many
groups use to choose a deposition solvent. 8,33,36,58
50 ALD cycles is a common standard to assess whether a surface has been chemically
deactivated by an organosilane monolayer. Fig. 4a shows the Ti 2p XPS signal after 50 ALD
cycles of TiCl4 and H2 O on clean SiO2 after hydroxylating with piranha. The peaks at 459.4
eV and 465.1 eV are assigned to the spin-orbit coupled states of Ti-O. 49 Since there was no
ODTS layer to block reaction, 14.3 Å of TiO2 deposited or 0.29 Å/cycle. SiO2 hydroxylated
with piranha followed by a 48 h ODTS immersion reduced the equivalent TiO2 thickness
by an order of magnitude to 1.3 Å (Fig. 4b). Breaking the silane immersion into two 24 h
steps with TMCS used during the second step instead of ODTS reduced the equivalent TiO2
thickness to 1.0 Å (Fig. 4c). On SiO2 hydroxylated with dHNO3 , a 48 h ODTS process
reduced the equivalent TiO2 thickness by a factor of three to 0.4 Å (Fig. 4d) compared to
the ODTS layer hydroxylated with piranha. This result is consistent with the incubation
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period of 10 to 50 TiCl4 pulses (Fig. 2c). The process sequence for these layers included a
chloroform rinse after ODTS immersion. Although chloroform extraction improved the layer
by removing defects (as shown in Figure 3b), a solvent rinse is not sufficient to remove all
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of the defects.

(a) 14.3 Å
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(c) 1.0 Å
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Figure 4: Normalized Ti 2p XPS spectra and equivalent TiO2 thickness (at right) after
50 ALD cycles of TiCl4 and H2 O on a) piranha (no ODTS), b) piranha/48 h ODTS, c) piranha/24 h ODTS/24 h TMCS, d) dHNO3 /48 h ODTS; and layers made using the dHNO3 /24
h ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS sequence after e) 50, f) 200, and g) 300 ALD cycles of TiCl4 and
H2 O. Solid lines correspond to the fitted peaks, and circle markers correspond to data.

Introducing an intermediate SC-1 step combined with chloroform extraction after each
ODTS immersion eliminated most of the defects in the ODTS layer based on TiO2 ALD.
Fig. 4e and f show that no Ti deposited to the sensitivity of XPS after 50 and 200 ALD
cycles, respectively, on ODTS cleaned with SC-1. After 300 cycles, layers produced with this
process failed and 0.4 Å of TiO2 deposited (Fig. 4g). These results are consistent with the
TiCl4 uptake curve in Fig. 2f that showed no Ti deposited for up to 250 pulses and defines
the upper limit of the number of ALD cycles that the ODTS layers blocked TiCl4 and water
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before failing. Comparing the results in Fig. 4d and f shows that cleaning the layer with
an intermediate SC-1 step extended deactivation to 200 TiO2 ALD cycles. The molecular
density of the ODTS monolayer that deactivated the surface for 200 ALD TiO

2

cycles was

3.8 molecules/nm2 , which was computed from the XPS C 1s peak area.
Despite removing all of the detectable particles from the ODTS layer, it eventually fails
to protect the surface after 300 TiO2 ALD cycles. The loss of selectivity has been attributed
primarily to ALD precursors reacting with the monolayer. 28 TiCl4 could slowly etch the
methyl groups on ODTS so that repeated exposures break down enough of the molecules
to open adsorption sites on the surface, resulting in TiO2 deposition. In the light of the
present results, the mechanism for selectivity loss might be reconsidered. If the smooth,
almost featureless AFM image in Fig. 3d is also representative of the 24 h ODTS/SC-1 layer
without the second ODTS deposition, then all agglomerates were removed by chloroform
and SC-1. The defects left in Fig. 2e are all at the interface between the organosilane layer
and SiO2 , and not on agglomerates. This monolayer prevented TiCl4 from reacting for 150
and 200 pulses even without depositing ODTS a second time. The 24 h ODTS/SC-1 layer is
incomplete because adding more ODTS molecules causes another drop in the TiCl4 uptake
curve from Fig. 2e to f. The incomplete layer does not contain pin holes because TiCl4
would diffuse readily through open spaces in the layer and deposit TiO. The space in the
layer created by removing the last agglomerates must allow the layer to reorganize. Although
incomplete, the molecular density is high enough to cover and passivate the SiO2 surface, at
least up to a point.
We interpret the long incubation period demonstrated by the 24 h ODTS/SC-1 incomplete layer by proposing that failure is caused not by reaction of TiCl4 with either the carbon
chain or with silanol groups, but rather by reaction of TiCl4 with siloxane bonds. TiCl4 converts siloxane brides at the interface to –Si–O–TiCl3 moieties, and this process takes time
because there are relatively few weak siloxane bridges present. This conclusion seems to
imply that SC-1 does not hydroxylate the SiO2 surface because there are no silanol groups
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present. However, SC-1 could hydroxylate the SiO2 surface and the ODTS network, and
the silanols rapidly condense in another arrangement. If there are weak siloxane bonds in
the cross-linked network or between the network and SiO2 , then hydroxylating them and
allowing them to reform may explain the physical meaning of the layer reorganizing. The
reorganized layer accommodates more ODTS molecules during the second ODTS deposition
since the complete monolayer passivates the surface to both TiCl4 uptake (Fig. 2f) and
TiO2 ALD (Fig. 4f). Once the agglomerates are gone, loss of selectivity is a consequence of
weak bonds at the interface that are either in the cross-linked ODTS network or attach the
network to the SiO2 surface. In order to extend selectivity past 200 TiO2 ALD cycles, those
bonds have to be strengthened.
A comparison of the thickness and contact angles of ODTS layers prepared by variations
on the procedure are shown in Table 1, including the TiO2 deposited per cycle on the
layers tested by ALD. The total ODTS immersion time was 48 h for each of these layers.
Literature values for the film thickness and contact angle of ODTS layers on SiO2 are 26 ± 2
Å and 109 ± 3◦ , respectively. 7 The thickness and contact angle of ODTS layers made using
toluene as the deposition solvent were within these ranges. Using chloroform or methanol
as the deposition solvent resulted in ODTS layers that were thinner and less hydrophobic
than reported values. These solvents are more polar than toluene and may extract too
much surface water hindering formation of the cross-linked ODTS network. The thickness
of 29.5 ± 1.9 Å and the contact angle of 112.8◦ ± 1.0◦ of piranha/48 h ODTS layers are
near the uncertainty limits of literature values. However, polymerized ODTS molecules and
agglomerates were present on this surface, based on the uptake of Ti and deposition of TiO2
by ALD. The film thickness and contact angle dropped when the ODTS immersions were
done in two parts, the first ODTS and the second TMCS, which corroborates the decrease in
the TiO2 detected by XPS in Fig. 4b and c. Hydroxylating with dHNO3 instead of piranha
and inserting an intermediate SC-1 immersion between sequential depositions reduced the
thickness and contact angle compared to the same processes on the surface hydroxylated with
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piranha. However, film thickness and contact angle are not sufficient measures of defects.
The film thickness and contact angle values of the dHNO3 /48 h ODTS and dHNO3 /24 h
ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS layers are identical, yet the dHNO3 /48 h ODTS layer uptakes 0.9
Å of Ti after 250 TiCl4 pulses and 0.4 Å of TiO2 deposits on it after 50 ALD cycles, whereas
the dHNO3 /24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS layer does not uptake Ti nor does TiO2 deposit
(compare Fig. 2c to f and Fig. 4d to e).
Table 1: SAM Properties for Various Deposition Procedures
Acid clean
dHNO3
dHNO3
dHNO3
piranha
piranha
dHNO3
dHNO3

Solvent
SAM
Rehydroxylation
Chloroform
ODTS
No
Methanol
ODTS
No
Toluene
ODTS
No
Toluene
ODTS
No
Toluene
ODTS/TMCS
No
Toluene
ODTS
SC-1
Toluene
ODTS/TMCS
SC-1

Thickness (Å)
16.9 ± 14.3
21.9 ± 2.3
26.8 ± 0.5
29.5 ± 1.9
28.1 ± 1.4
27.0 ± 1.6
27.6 ± 0.9

Contact Angle (◦ )
101.7 ± 2.7
103.3 ± 6.9
109.8 ± 0.8
112.8 ± 1.0
111.1 ± 2.2
109.7 ± 1.4
110.5 ± 1.2

TiO2 (Å/cycle)
Not Tested
Not Tested
0.01 ± 0.004
0.03 ± 0.01
0.02 ± 0.01
0
0

Rinsing an ODTS layer in chloroform and immersing in SC-1 have a profound impact on
the cleanliness of the layer and its ability to deactivate the underlying SiO2 . As we have seen,
defects occur in the ODTS film as it forms, which serve as reactive sites for other deposition
chemistries. One measure of defects is the incubation period for TiCl4 to deposit on the
surface and reach a sufficient coverage to be detected by XPS after repeated pulsing with
TiCl4 . Dividing the 48 h ODTS immersion into two parts increased the incubation period for
Ti uptake from between 0 to 40 TiCl4 pulses to about 140 pulses and made the ODTS layer
including the underlying interface with SiO2 less reactive. As the AFM images showed, this
improvement in the incubation period is largely due to removing agglomerates that form and
deposit on the layer during the long immersion. Chloroform is weakly polar, and although it
did not make a good deposition solvent for ODTS, chloroform removed nonpolar and weakly
polar agglomerates from the surface. These agglomerates likely take a variety of chemical
forms and physisorb to the surface. These particles are just one type of defect and after
they were removed about 0.6 Å of Ti still deposited on the surface based on the saturation
coverage on the 24 h ODTS/24 h ODTS film.
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Solvent extraction alone did not remove all of the agglomerates from the ODTS layer.
Some agglomerates even though they are nonpolar may be bound more strongly to the
surface or contain polar moieties that make them difficult to remove with a weakly polar
solvent. Based on the AFM images, the SC-1 solution complemented chloroform in removing
agglomerates. SC-1 was less effective, on average, than chloroform based on the surface
roughness, which suggests that there are fewer agglomerates that are strongly bound or
that contain polar groups. However, rinsing in chloroform followed by immersion in SC-1
extended the incubation period to 250 pulses and removed all detectable agglomerates from
the surface as the AFM showed.
The classic mechanism for particle removal from silicon surfaces in SC-1 solution is oxidation of the particle surface creating -COH and -COOH groups that deprotonate at the
high pH of the solution yielding negatively charged particles. Since SC-1 leaves a thin chemical oxide that contains silanol groups, the silicon oxide surface is also negatively charged
because silanols deprotonate at high pH. Electrostatic repulsion moves particles away from
the surface and into the liquid. When an ODTS film is present, the SiO2 surface is nearly
completely covered. If SC-1 oxidized the terminal methyl groups of ODTS to -COH and
-COOH, the process would likely continue and reduce the ODTS layer thickness. Moreover,
if -COH and -COOH groups were present at the ends of ODTS molecules, we would expect
these groups to serve as nucleation sites for adsorption and reaction of TiCl4 and water
molecules. A more likely mechanism is that SC-1 undercut the agglomerates making them
soluble in water. Oxidation of C atoms to -COH and -COOH increases the polarity of the
surface of the agglomerates.
Since the ODTS layer is nonpolar, the force of attraction between the agglomerate particles and ODTS layer is weak and the agglomerates are solvated by the high polarity of
water. This mechanism depends on the size and shape of agglomerates and how they bond
to the ODTS film. For example, whether the agglomerates are micelles or inverse micelles.
Based on the AFM images where SC-1 was used without chloroform, many particles are
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removed but not all. Chloroform followed by SC-1 removes all of the detectable particles
in two steps. Most of the particles are nonpolar and chloroform extracts them from the
ODTS layer, leaving behind agglomerates that are about 100 nm or smaller in size. In the
next step, SC-1 is strong enough and there is enough exposed surface area to oxidize all of
these smaller particles, lifting them off and into the aqueous solution. TiCl4 can react with
oxidized surface species present in ODTS agglomerates on top of the organosilane layer and
reach hydroxylated regions of the substrate which were previously blocked by agglomerates.
Removal of ODTS agglomerates by both SC-1 and chloroform treatments was necessary to
extend the incubation period to 250 TiCl4 pulses.
Although SC-1 oxidizes the surface of particles composed of agglomerated ODTS, SC1 does not attack the ODTS molecules in the self-assembled monolayer. After rinsing in
chloroform and immersion in SC-1, the ODTS layer is smooth as the AFM showed and
the thickness of the layer is within the range of literature values. A well-packed ODTS
layer without pinholes or defects is non-polar as the contact angle shows and sheds the
aqueous solution avoiding attack by the ammoniacal oxidant. The SC-1 solution is aggressive
enough to remove agglomerates, even possibly etching the surfaces of these particles, without
attacking the organosilane monolayer. SC-1 contains hydrogen peroxide but the oxygen is
not activated in the mildly basic solution, in contrast to the strong oxygen activation in acidic
oxidizing solutions, such as the role that sulfuric acid plays in piranha, which rapidly etches
organic material. Strong bases, however, slowly remove alkylsilane monolayers as shown by
contact angle and thickness data for tetradecyltrichlorosilane (TTS, CH3 (CH2 )13 SiCl3 ). 47
The layer initially etched very slowly in 0.1 N NaOH at 20 ◦ C decreasing by only about 2
Å in the first 10 min, but the etching rate increased thereafter and approximately half of
the monolayer was removed after 80 min. The monolayer was completely gone and the silica
was etched after 160 min. Etching of the silane layer is attributed to hydrolysis of the Si-O
bonds under basic conditions. Interestingly, a mixture of 30% H2 O2 and 0.1 N NaOH was
the second step used in a hydroboration reaction in that study to convert vinyl groups to
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alcohol groups at the ends of alkylsilane molecules in the monolayer.
Cleaning to remove surface defects only becomes important when the bulk material or film
contains a relatively small number of defects. The body of work describing the deposition of
organosilane layers on silicon dioxide has reached the point where layers with few defects are
made routinely. Process defects that form during layer deposition are just one possibility,
and defects can occur when an organosilane layer is characterized or used in a particular
application. For example, X-ray beams are known to damage organosilane layers and cause a
variety of chemical changes. X-ray beams depleted methyl groups and hydrogen from ODTS
layers and cross-linked head groups as shown by FTIR 51 and caused loss of fluorine from
11 C atom undecylsilane monolayers terminated with trifluoroacetoxy groups. 59 Radiationinduced defects have been used to advantage in the selective deposition of TiO2 on areas of
an ODTS layer that were exposed to an electron beam. 25

Conclusion
We chose 24 or 48 h long ODTS depositions based on the literature, which generally shows
that the length of the organosilane deposition correlates with deactivation to common ALD
chemistries, especially those involving metal halide precursors. Looking back at Fig. 2,
however, we now understand that most of the defects in the organosilane layer were caused
by agglomerates. Since agglomerate formation is one (unproductive) part of the reaction
of ODTS molecules with surface water, we can either scrupulously control surface water
or allow aggregates to form and remove them by cleaning the layer. Since agglomerates
form primarily when the layer first deposits on the surface, much of the time during a
long deposition could be devoted to the slow process of breaking down or solvating these
particles, which contain polar groups, in a solvent with low polarity. The next step in this
work is to reduce the ODTS deposition time and form the layer as quickly as possible, clean
it with chloroform and SC-1, and deposit ODTS or a shorter alkylsilane, such as TMCS,
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to complete the monolayer. The action of both solvent extraction, which is the standard
approach to remove non-polar and weakly bound agglomerates, combined with SC-1, which
removes polar and more strongly bound particles, cleans the surface leaving a monolayer.
Shorter deposition times on the order of one hour will increase the practicality of coating
surfaces with monolayers that could be used in a variety of applications.
The repeated pulsing of a small reactive molecule in the gas phase, in our study TiCl4 , to
convert defects to something we could measure with XPS proved to be a valuable technique
to quantify the relative reactivity of the layer. The incubation period showed how reactive
a layer was initially to TiCl4 , and the equivalent TiO thickness at saturation showed how
reactive the layer was overall. The monotonic relation between the incubation period and
the saturation thickness indicated that one TiCl4 molecule reacted with one defect. The
incubation period and the saturation thickness also highlighted the importance of surface
roughness to defect formation. The lowest defect layers were formed on the smoothest
surfaces. Using the gas phase precursor pulsing technique to assess processes designed to
eliminate defects from organosilane layers would extend the life of these coatings when they
are used to mask deposition on oxide surfaces, and could lead to a process that extends
selectivity past 200 TiO2 ALD cycles. These studies would add to our understanding of how
organosilane monolayers form on oxide surfaces and how to further reduce defects.
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This document contains a detailed description of how to obtain the equivalent film thickness from the area of an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) peak and representative
Ti 2p XPS spectra for the TiCl4 pulsing experiments whose equivalent thickness is shown in
Figure 2 in the paper.

Calculation of Equivalent TiO Thickness using XPS
The integrated Ti 2p XPS signal of TiO was converted into a thickness using the model
describing the attenuation of substrate electrons by adsorbed layers that was developed by
Seah and Spencer. 1–3 Modeling the TiO, ODTS (octadecyltrichlorosilane), and SiO2 layers
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using the Si substrate as a reference, we find for the TiO layer

IT iO
=
ISi
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∞
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−tT iO
1 − e LT iO (ET i ) cos θ 







−tSiO2
−tT iO
−tODT S
e LT iO (ESi ) cos θ  e LODT S (ESi ) cos θ  e LSiO2 (ESi ) cos θ 

(1)

where Ix is the integrated XPS peak area of material x, Ix∞ is the theoretical sensitivity
factor of x based on density and molecular weight, tx is the thickness of layer x, Lx (Ey ) is
the attenuation length of x at the kinetic energy of element y, and θ is the emission angle
of the detected electrons from the surface normal. Equation 1 was solved for the thickness
of TiO (tT iO ) using the known thickness of both the ODTS and SiO2 layers measured by
ellipsometry and the known densities of TiO2 (3.02 g/cm3 ), 4 SiO2 (2.65 g/cm3 ), 5 and ODTS
(1.2 g/cm3 ), which was calculated based on the surface atomic density. 6
The TiO thickness calculated is termed the equivalent thickness since the model assumed
that all of the TiO was spread uniformly on surface. The three-layer model assumes that
each material exists in a separate discrete layer. In this case, the Si substrate was covered by
layers of SiO2 , ODTS, and TiO2 stacked on top of one another. Photoelectrons ejected from
the Si substrate were attenuated by all three layers. The attenuation was used as a reference
in calculating film thickness. The electrons from the SiO2 layer were attenuated by both
the ODTS and TiO2 layers, and electrons from the ODTS layer were attenuated by TiO,
although the TiO layer was not continuous nor uniform when the organosilane layer was
present. The model was verified by comparing select TiO thickness values to ellipsometry
measurements. Samples were analyzed only after pulsing TiCl4 because XPS damages ODTS
layers. 7
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Ti 2p XPS Spectra After Repeated TiCl4 Pulses
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Figure 1: TiO uptake curves after 250 TiCl4 pulses on ODTS layers prepared by (a) SPM/2
h ODTS, (b) SPM/48 h ODTS (only 200 cycles), (c) dHNO3 /48 h ODTS, (d) dHNO3 /24
h ODTS/24 h ODTS, (e) dHNO3 /24 hr ODTS/SC-1, (f) dHNO3 /24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h
ODTS. Ti 2p XPS peak area was used in reference to the Si substrate to estimate overlayer
thickness. Each spectra obtained represents a separate sample.

High resolution XPS spectra after subjecting organosilane layers made using different methods to 250 TiCl4 pulses are shown in Figure S1. These spectra correspond to the end points
on the far right of each saturation curve in Figure 2 of the paper. Peaks corresponding
Si-Si bonding at 99.3 eV and O-Si bonding at 532.4 eV and 103.3 eV that correspond to
the substrate and SiO2 layer are evident as well as a peak due to the C-C bonding in the
organosilane layer at 284.5 eV. 8 The peaks corresponding to the spin-orbit split TiO state
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are at 458.9 eV and 464.5 eV in the Ti 2p spectrum and at 530.9 eV in the O 1s spectrum,
which is a shoulder on the much larger O-Si state at 532.5 eV.
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Abstract
Organosilane monolayers are susceptible to damage when exposed to X-rays and
other radiation during characterization or processing. Most studies that report damage measure changes to the organic part of these layers. In this study, damage to
the polymeric siloxane bonding network (–Si–O–Si–O–) at the interface with the SiO2
surface was measured by TiCl4 and water atomic layer deposition of TiO2 . Improving
the uniformity of the SiO2 starting surface with a more aggressive nitric acid step reduced the damage done by the X-ray beam to the organosilane monolayers. Forming a
monolayer with an organosilane containing a long alkyl chain and adding a small monofunctional organosilane eliminated damage when the mixed monolayer was exposed to
the X-ray beam. The small organosilane reacted with silanol groups and weak siloxane bonds at the interface terminating the polymeric siloxane bonding network with
–Si–O–Si(CH3 )3 . Mixed monolayers could prevent damage during characterization or
imaging and could reduce line edge roughness when the monolayers are patterned with
electrons or light.
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Introduction
Radiation damages organic monolayer films on surfaces. During routine characterization by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), for example, photons, electrons, and the ultrahigh
vacuum in the analysis chamber can all contribute to damaging an organic monolayer [refs].
The X-rays have energies in the range of 130-1500 eV depending on the source, and these
directly excite the atoms in the monolayer and deposition surface as well as generate both
primary (photo- and Auger) electrons and secondary electrons that can undergo several
excitation and reaction processes [ref]. A common precaution to reduce the likelihood of
damage is to minimize the radiation exposure time. For example, in a comprehensive study
of the hydrolytic and thermal stability of organic monolayers, only XPS survey scans at
multiple sample spots were collected because they could be acquired in about 2 min. 1 In
another study, samples were kept at 80 K and the photoemission current was kept at a
minimum. 2 The near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) data acquisition time
was selected so there was no noticeable damage. 3 Minimizing the radiation exposure time
and beam current could impact accuracy in some cases unless a thorough check is made
varying these two parameters.
Frydman et al. used XPS and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy to show
systematically that X-ray radiation induced damage in thin organic films. 4 They used a Mg
Kα (1253.6 eV) X-ray source operated at an anode power of 96 W. The damage depended
on the time exposed to the X-ray beam as well as the chemical composition and structure
of the molecule and the strength of the bonding in the molecule and between the molecule
and the deposition surface. Exposing an octadecyltrichlorosilane (ODTS, CH3 (CH2 )17 SiCl3 )
monolayer deposited on a silicon wafer to X-rays caused loss of terminal methyl groups
and hydrogen without much loss of carbon compared to the other monolayers studied that
contained long carbon chains. The C 1s XPS peak intensity dropped by 12 ± 3% and the
overall integrated transmission IR C-H absorbance dropped by 30±10% after about 90 min of
X-ray exposure. Both chemical changes and carbon loss affect the IR C-H absorbance which
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is more sensitive to detecting damage in the organic part of the layer than the XPS C 1s peak,
which is insensitive to hydrogen depletion. In comparison to ODTS, methyltrichlorosilane
(MTCS, CH3 SiCl3 ) monolayers were notably more stable with much less loss of carbon as the
XPS C 1s peak area decreased by only 3±3% and the CH3 FTIR bending mode at 1276 cm−1
by 5 ± 3% after 3 h of X-ray exposure. The Si-C bond in the MTCS monolayer was stable
and the authors conclude that the same must be true in the ODTS monolayer. Potential
damage mechanisms are discussed throughout the paper, and although the authors do not
conclude that a specific mechanism is dominant, they do point out that if photogenerated
electrons cause the most damage, then determining the rate of electron injection into the
monolayer as a function of energy is necessary to design films that behave in a prescribed
way.
A trifluoroacetoxy group (CF3 C(=O)O–) served as a target to test whether a selfassembled alkylsilane monolayer was damaged primarily by photons or electrons from an
X-ray beam (Al kα 1486.6 eV, 200 W anode power). 5 The trifluoroacetoxy group was at the
end of an 11 C atom undecylsilane chain. The monolayer was exposed to different electron
fluxes during X-ray beam exposure by varying the thickness of a silicon film in the stack
between the undecylsilane and a gold film. The gold was the primary source of electrons
because electron emission from gold is much higher than from silicon. The loss of fluorine
correlated with the number of electrons the monolayer was exposed to, not the number of
photons.
Oligo ethylene glycol (OEG)-terminated monolayers deposited on Si/SiO2 cleaned with
an oxygen plasma were exposed to a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray beam at an anode power
of 294 W. 6 The XPS peak at 286.5 eV indicative of C-O (ether) bonding dropped sharply
and the 285 eV peak due to C-C bonding increased over 2 h of X-ray exposure. A similar
experiment on gold showed that the monolayer was not damaged as much as on silicon. The
authors conclude that secondary electrons were not the cause of the monolayer degradation,
rather X-rays directly cleaved bonds in combination with low energy electrons to explain the
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surface dependence.
Mixed monolayers were made by a short deposition in ODTS for up to 2 min followed by
a long deposition in aminoheptadecyltrimethoxysilane (AHTMS; NH2 (CH2 )17 Si(OCH3 )3 ) for
24 h. 7 X-ray beam exposure (Mg Kα source operated at 300 W) did not damage the mixed
monolayer film after 20 min based on the nearly constant N 1s intensity and an increase in
the C to N ratio. The C/N increase is attributed to contamination.
Some monolayers are more susceptible to X-ray damage based on the underlying surface
to which they are bound. A study of octadecanethiol (ODT, CH3 (CH2 )17 SH) on GaAs
showed that the monolayer deposited on the (111-A) surface, which was terminated by Ga,
was damaged immediately by the X-ray beam based on the appearance of Bragg peaks in
the X-ray diffraction spectrum. 8 Bragg peaks were present on the other surfaces only after
long X-ray beam exposures, and suggests that X-rays cleave Ga-S bonds preferentially to
As-S bonds.
Understanding the damage mechanisms to organic monolayers deposited on surfaces due
to radiation exposure could enhance the stability of these layers not only during characterization and imaging, but also during patterning with light or electron beams reducing lateral
damage. Our objective in this study was to vary the structure of a monolayer composed
primarily of long-chain organosilane molecules deposited on Si/SiO2 and measure the X-ray
beam damage due to XPS. The structure of the monolayer was altered by introducing a
small monofunctional organosilane molecule that did not contain carbon-carbon bonds and
that could not cross-link with the trifunctional organosilane molecules comprising the layer.
Damaging the organosilane layers by exposing them to an X-ray beam created defects where
TiO2 deposited, which was measured by XPS. The defects were silanol (Si–OH) and weak
siloxane bridges (–Si–O–Si–O–) at the interface between the organosilane monolayer and
SiO2 . Defects caused by radiation exposure were reduced by improving the uniformity of
the starting surface and by adding the small organosilane molecule. The small molecule
removed silanol groups and strengthened the polymeric siloxane network of the organosilane
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monolayer in contact with the SiO2 surface.

Experimental
Monolayers containing only octadecyltrichlorosilane (ODTS, CH3 (CH2 )17 SiCl3 ) or a combination of ODTS and trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS, (CH3 )3 SiCl) were deposited on SiO2
surfaces using a process described in a previous study. 9 In short, Si(100) wafer pieces were
cleaned in solvents and, with the native oxide intact, hydroxylated using dilute nitric acid
1:3 v/v% (dHNO3 ) at the temperature and time specified in the results. Organosilane deposition consisted of heating a sample to 120 ◦ C for 2 min in air, immersing for 24 h in a 10
mM solution of either ODTS or TMCS dissolved in toluene, and rinsing with chloroform for
1 min. This process sequence is denoted 24 h ODTS or 24 h TMCS. After the first organosilane deposition, samples were cleaned with a 1:1:5 v/v% mixture of ammonium hydroxide,
hydrogen peroxide, and water (Standard Clean 1 or SC-1) at 80 ◦ C for 5 min. After SC-1,
the organosilane deposition was repeated a second time. The two preparation sequences in
this study differ only in the last ODTS deposition and are denoted 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24
h ODTS and 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h TMCS. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) of TiCl4 (1
s pulse, 30 s N2 purge) and water vapor (0.2 s pulse, 30 s N2 purge) was carried out in a
custom hot-wall reactor held at 170 ◦ C. Samples were transferred under high vacuum from
the ALD reactor to another chamber for XPS analysis. Samples were irradiated for 2 h with
1486.6 eV X-rays from a non-monochromatic Al Kα source operated at 300 W to acquire
each set of spectra. The distance between the sample and the X-ray source was about 4 cm.
The pressure in the chamber during XPS measurements was 4 × 10−9 Torr. Surface charging
was corrected by assigning the Si 2p peak to a binding energy of 99.3 eV. 10 XPS spectra
were curve fit with Shirley background subtraction 11 and Voigt line shapes. The integrated
Ti 2p XPS signal was converted into an equivalent thickness.
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Results and Discussion
One potential pathway for X-ray radiation to damage organosilane monolayers is by breaking weak siloxane bridge bonds (–Si–O–Si–O–) forming silanol (–SiO–H) groups. The silanol
groups are defects because they react with other molecules altering the chemical composition
of the layer. We take advantage of this by reacting silanol with TiCl4 depositing TiO2 . The
thickness of TiO2 deposited after exposing the surface to the X-ray beam is a measure of the
defects or the damage the X-rays did to the monolayer. The as deposited organosilane monolayers can also contain weak siloxane bonds and unreacted silanol groups that are residues of
the deposition process. These defects are either part of agglomerates that physisorb on the
layer or they reside at the interface between the monolayer and SiO2 . The solvent extraction
and SC-1 steps that were part of the 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS and 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24
h TMCS processes removed all of the agglomerates from these monolayers leaving behind
a low defect coverage at the interface. 9 TiO2 did not deposit on either monolayer to the
detection limit of XPS after more than 100 ALD cycles of TiCl4 and water vapor.
Each sample in this study was exposed to the X-ray beam for 2 h prior to TiO2 ALD. The
O 1s, Ti 2p, C 1s, and Si 2p XPS spectra after TiO2 ALD are shown in Fig. 1 for the clean
surface and the two monolayers. The native oxide on these samples was hydroxylated for 90
min in dilute nitric acid at 120 ◦ C. On clean SiO2 without a monolayer, TiO2 deposited as
shown in Fig. 1a by the peaks assigned to Ti-O at 530.8 eV in the O 1s spectrum and at
459.2 and 465.0 eV in the Ti 2p. The TiO2 deposited was 14-15 Å thick after 50 complete
ALD cycles or 0.3 Å/cycle, which is typical of the precursors TiCl4 and water vapor at 170
◦

C on clean hydroxylated SiO2 . The peaks due to the Si substrate and SiO2 were attenuated

by the TiO2 film. The residual carbon on the surface was a few percent.
The organosilane monolayer produced by two ODTS depositions and an intermediate
SC-1 clean reduced but did not prevent TiO2 from depositing after 50 ALD cycles (Fig. 1b).
A small TiO state was resolved in the magnified Ti 2p spectrum. The O 1s peak envelope
at 532.6 eV shifted to higher binding energy indicative of Si-O bonding compared to the
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Figure 1: Normalized XPS spectra after 50 ALD cycles of TiCl4 and water vapor on a) clean
SiO2 , b) 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS, c) 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h TMCS, d) another 50
cycles on the sample in c) for a total of 100 cycles. All samples were hydroxylated with
dilute nitric acid at 120 ◦ C for 90 min. The process sequences are defined in the text.

surface without the monolayer and a state due to TiO was not resolved. The TiO2 thickness
calculated from the Ti 2p XPS peak area was 0.67 Å assuming the Ti was distributed
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uniformly over the surface. The TiO2 deposited on the 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS
monolayer after XPS is above the defect background of the as deposited layers and is the
result of damage because of exposure to the X-ray beam. Without X-ray beam exposure
before ALD, this monolayer prevented TiO2 deposition for 200 cycles. 9 Although TiCl4 and
water vapor may react with dangling bonds and other moieties that could be present in the
carbon layer due to damage by the X-ray beam, depositing TiO2 principally detects silanol
groups at the interface between the organosilane layer and SiO2 .
Replacing the second ODTS deposition by TMCS prevented TiO2 deposition after 50
ALD cycles as shown by the absence of a TiO peak in both the O 1s and Ti 2p spectra
(Fig. 1c). The O 1s peak envelope shifted slightly to higher binding energy indicative of
SiO bonding. Another 50 ALD cycles on the same sample for a total of 100 yielded the XPS
spectra shown in Fig. 1d. Despite exposing this monolayer to the X-ray beam for at least
4 h, there was no TiO deposited to the sensitivity of XPS. The absence of TiO2 shows that
the 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h TMCS monolayer resisted X-ray beam damage.
We did not systematically measure the amount of carbon as a function of the exposure
time in the X-ray beam so we do not know whether X-rays removed carbon from the monolayers. The amount of carbon in the monolayers did not change within experimental error
before and after 50 ALD cycles. Prior to ALD, the carbon coverage was 52.6 at% for the 24
h ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS monolayer and 52.2 at% for the 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h TMCS
monolayer. After 50 ALD cycles, the C coverages were 51.0 at% and 50.8 at%, respectively.
Since the changes are less than 2%, we conclude that neither the second X-ray beam exposure nor TiO2 ALD had much of an effect on the amount of carbon in the two monolayers.
Loss of carbon may have occurred during the acquisition of the first set of XPS spectra
before ALD. The monolayers contained about the same amount of carbon because each one
was composed primarily of ODTS molecules which were deposited first. The similarity of
the carbon coverages prior to ALD indicates that the second deposition added a relatively
small amount of either organosilane to the layer. Otherwise, the absolute carbon coverages
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would have been different because TMCS with 3 C atoms contributes much less signal than
ODTS with 18 C atoms. Some care has to be exercised in interpreting the coverage values
because attenuation of the primary electrons is also stronger in ODTS where the atoms are
stacked on top of each other compared to TMCS in which the primary electrons from all
three carbon atoms are to a first approximation not attenuated.
The first ODTS immersion deposited the majority of the monolayer in each case, and
both layers were primarily composed of ODTS. In prior work, we showed that the second
organosilane deposition removed defects and completed the layers likely by reacting with
silanol groups that were still present on some OTDS head groups and on the SiO2 surface. 9
Although both monolayers passivated the surface during TiO2 ALD, the 24 h ODTS/SC1/24 h ODTS monolayer lasted longer and prevented TiO2 deposition for 200 ALD cycles,
and failed at 300 cycles. The 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h TMCS monolayer prevented TiO2 from
depositing for 100 ALD cycles, and failed at 150 cycles. Those monolayers were deposited
on SiO2 surfaces hydroxylated with dilute nitric acid at 80 ◦ C for 10 min and only exposed
to the X-ray beam after ALD.
The ratio of the integrated Ti 2p and O 1s peak areas after 50 ALD cycles is shown in
Fig. 2 for the two monolayers varying the procedure used to hydroxylate the SiO2 surface.
Three separate samples were measured and averaged to obtain each data point and the 95%
confidence intervals. Taking the ratio of the Ti to O peak areas provides a more accurate
comparison across different samples and conditions because the SiO2 film contributes the
majority of the O peak area. A monolayer formed by hydroxylating SiO2 with dHNO3 at 80
◦

C for 10 min and the 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS process had a TiO ratio of 0.32 ± 0.017

after 50 ALD cycles (method 1). Raising the temperature and time of SiO2 hydroxylation
to 120 ◦ C for 90 min, the monolayer produced by the 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h ODTS process
reduced the Ti deposited and the Ti/O ratio dropped by about 50% to 0.14 ± 0.05 (method
2). Hydroxylating SiO2 with dHNO3 at 80 ◦ C for 10 min and replacing the second ODTS
deposition with TMCS yielded a Ti/O ratio of 0.18 ± 0.06 after 50 ALD cycles (method
9
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3). Raising the hydroxylation temperature and time to 120 ◦ C for 90 min, the Ti/O ratio
fell to 0.01 ± 0.05, and the 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h TMCS monolayer prevented TiO2 from
depositing (method 4).

Ti/O peak area (arb. units)
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Figure 2: Ti/O XPS peak area ratio after 50 ALD cycles of TiCl4 and water vapor for
variations on the SiO2 hydroxylation and organosilane monolayer processes. 24 h ODTS/SC1/24 h ODTS on SiO2 hydroxylated with dHNO3 at 80 ◦ C for 10 min (method 1) or 120 ◦ C
for 90 min (method 2). 24 h ODTS/SC-1/24 h TMCS on SiO2 hydroxylated with dHNO3
at 80 ◦ C for 10 min (method 3) or 120 ◦ C for 90 min (method 4). The averages and 95%
confidence intervals were computed from three separate samples.

During the first organosilane deposition ODTS molecules associate at the SiO2 surface
and react with the water there converting the –SiCl3 head groups to silanols –Si(OH)3 . 12
The silanols react with one another forming a polymeric network of siloxane (–Si–O–Si–
) cross-links, which were identified by the presence of the 1020 cm−1 peak in the Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum. 13 The authors in that study interpreted the lack of a
strong 1060 cm−1 peak to the polymeric ODTS network making few bonds to the underlying
SiO2 surface.
The large reduction in the Ti/O peak areas when the time and temperature of the dHNO3
were increased (Fig. 2) yielded ODTS and ODTS/TMCS mixed monolayers that were more
resistant to radiation damage. The more aggressive treatment improved the surface uni10
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formity because HNO3 is an oxidizing acid that removes residual carbon and hydroxylates
SiO2 . ODTS monolayers deposited on SiO2 hydroxylated with dHNO3 were smoother, contained fewer defects, and passivated the surface for many more TiO2 ALD cycles compared
to surfaces hydroxylated with an aqueous mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide. 9
The more aggressive dHNO3 process used here must have further improved the uniformity
of the SiO2 starting surface, leading to more stable monolayers which reduced the damage
done by the X-ray beam. The stability could be the result of an increase in the number of
bonds between the ODTS network and SiO2 . The differences in the Ti/O peak area ratios
of the two monolayers is not due to the pure ODTS layer having more C-C and C-H bonds
that are susceptible to being damaged compared to the mixed monolayer because the carbon
signals were about the same in both cases. Instead, damage had to do with the silanols and
siloxane bonds at the interface.
XPS deposits energy at the silica surface directly by photons and indirectly by the electrons, holes, and excitons that are generated by the X-ray photons interacting with the SiO2
and silicon. Radiation-induced reactions that occur at the interface between the organosilane
layer and the SiO2 surface will have a pronounced affect on damage. Bulk silica and surface
silanol groups absorb photons over a broad range of energies. SiO2 absorption in the vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV), which is in the 6.8-8.2 eV range, is due to photolysis of silanol groups
producing oxygen dangling bonds. 14–16 SiOCH films absorb VUV radiation generated in low
temperature plasmas, producing silanol groups by reaction of water with silicon dangling
bonds formed by Si-C bond cleavage. 17,18 Silanol groups that were already present or were
created by X-ray exposure can absorb energy and damage the layer further via a cascade of
reactions. In a study of CO2 decomposition on silica by Co60 γ radiation, which like X-rays
is energetic enough to ionize atoms, the authors conclude that energy absorbed from the
silica by surface silanol groups is the most likely mechanism to explain the near constant
and high CO yield with the electron fraction or coverage of CO2 . 19 They also point out that
migration of charge carriers to the surface that react directly with CO2 can not be ruled
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out. Both mechanisms rely on energy transfer from the substrate to a species adsorbed on
the surface. The organosilane bonding network at the interface with SiO2 could provide a
pathway for electron injection into the monolayer.
Fig. 2 shows that the Ti/O peak area ratio dropped by 50% either using the more
aggressive dHNO3 treatment (compare methods 1 and 2) or co-depositing TMCS with ODTS
(compare methods 1 and 3). Combining the more aggressive dHNO3 treatment and codepositing TMCS with ODTS caused the Ti/O peak area ratio to drop by 100% (compare
methods 3 and 4). Damage was eliminated by the more aggressive dHNO3 treatment and
mixed organosilane monolayer, and a small TiO2 coverage was found on only one sample
in the three tested. Since one damage pathway is caused by silanol groups, we conclude
that the lack of damage is due to a low coverage of silanol groups in the mixed monolayer
compared to the pure ODTS monolayer.
TMCS is a small monofunctional organosilane molecule that can not cross-link with the
head groups of ODTS molecules and does not contain carbon-carbon bonds. TMCS bonds
at the interface since this is the only location where there are silanol groups. TMCS reacts
with the head groups of ODTS molecules that are part of the network of cross-linked siloxane
bridge bonds (–Si–O–Si–O–). These networks extend for tens of nanometers on the surface
based on grazing incidence diffraction. 20 We know from Frydman et al. that X-rays do not
lead to Si-C bond cleavage so TMCS is stable as MTCS was in that study. 4 Since TMCS
is monofunctional it terminates a chain of siloxane that is part of the network, such as
–Si–O–Si–O–Si(CH3 )3 .
Although the more aggressive dHNO3 treatment may have increased the silanol coverage
on the starting surface, the ODTS molecules adsorbed first may have reacted with more
surface silanols increasing the adhesion between the layer and SiO2 surface and stabilizing
the interface. The second ODTS deposition adds more molecules to the surface completing
the layer but leaving some unreacted silanol groups or strained siloxane bonds in the network.
These silanol groups and siloxane bonds have a much larger capture cross-section for X-ray
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photons or photoelectrons than the ODTS molecules in the layer or the SiO2 surface, and are
damaged by the radiation during XPS. In contrast, TMCS is small and has only one labile
bond. TMCS reacts with all of the silanol groups that are on ODTS molecules or the SiO2
surface. Since there were no silanol groups left when the monolayer was irradiated by the
X-ray beam, there was no damage and there was nothing for TiCl4 and water to react with
during the subsequent ALD. TMCS does not contain an alkyl chain and can not protect the
interface like ODTS does, which is why the mixed monolayer ultimately fails after fewer TiO2
ALD cycles than the pure ODTS monolayer. However, TMCS reacted with silanol groups
eliminating them and reducing the susceptibility of the mixed monolayer to damage during
exposure to X-rays. Although we make the case for damage induced by electrons, holes and
excitons could also contribute or be the dominant particle that leads to bond scission at the
interface.
In the monolayer made with ODTS only, each of the ODTS molecules has to make three
bonds to a combination of the neighboring ODTS molecules and the SiO2 surface to consume all of the silanol and avoid leaving unreacted silanol groups at the interface. In order
to make all of these bonds, the strength of some of the bonds may have to be compromised
to accommodate bonding with the silanol groups on the SiO2 surface. Silicon dioxide is
amorphous which does not impose a specific registry on the ODTS siloxane network. However, the silicon dioxide surface is essentially a network of siloxane as well and the process
of bonding two siloxane networks to one another in the pure ODTS monolayer may induce
stress and strain across the monolayer weakening some of the bonds. Secondary electrons
could build up in the SiO2 and attach to these siloxane bonds and break the weakest ones.
TMCS in the mixed monolayer not only reacts with silanol groups, but could also react
with weak siloxane bonds eliminating them and this damage pathway via reactions such as
–Si–O−−Si– + (CH3 )3 SiO–H → –SiO–H + (CH3 )3 SiO–Si– and replacing silanol groups with
siloxane bridges by –SiO–H + (CH3 )3 SiO–H → –SiO–Si(CH3 )3 + H2 O.
One implication of TMCS terminating the siloxane polymer is a reduction in the size of
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the ODTS islands. TMCS is a terminating group as in polymerization because it ends a series
of cross-linked siloxane bridges with –Si–O–Si–OSi(CH3 )3 passivating a reactive site, whereas
adding ODTS extends the cross-linked –Si–O–Si– network. Terminating an ODTS island by
TMCS along the perimeter alters the structure of the monolayer and could reduce stress and
strain caused by bonding to the flat surface, relaxing the monolayer, and strengthening the
average siloxane bond compared to that in the ODTS monolayer.
Organosilane monolayers with enhanced stability are relevant in applications where the
layer has to perform while being subjected to radiation or electrical charge carriers. Monolayers are used for patterning to direct the deposition of another film in the fabrication of
a device structure. Monolayers that resist degradation when irradiated by light or electron
beams could reduce the lateral damage to regions close to but outside of the beam. Reducing the lateral damage could lead to higher resolution patterns. Organosilane layers are
also used as device elements. Charge carriers could damage organosilane layers and create
reactive sites during the operation of an electronic device. The reactive sites can change how
the electronic device operates and consume power. Removal of these reactive sites before
they occur by reaction with TMCS would extend the lifetime of the device in the field.
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Abstract
Organosilane monolayers are part of many process flows in nanoelectronics and
biotechnology because of their versatility. Dense monolayers are needed to create patterns on silicon/silicon oxide surfaces that direct molecules and realize some of these
applications. Organosilane monolayers on silicon oxide are typically deposited from
the liquid phase by repeated deposition and cleaning cycles. Cleaning consists of solvent extraction, which removes weakly bound aggregates that physisorb in or on the
layer during deposition. Adding a short immersion in an aqueous oxidizing base such
as Standard Clean 1 (SC-1), which is a particle removal method in semiconductor
manufacturing, reduced the time from 48 to 2 h to deposit a dense monolayer containing 3.6 ± 0.5 molecules/nm2 . The SC-1 not only removed agglomerates but also
rehydroxylated the siloxane bridges at the interface between the monolayer and the
silicon oxide surface based on x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements of the
hydroxyl group concentration. Based on the consumption of silanol groups, the monolayer rearranged after cleaning and after the second organosilane deposition. A line and
space pattern in the organosilane layer made by conductive atomic force microscopy
was used to direct the precursors titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4 ) and water vapor to
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deposit titanium dioxide (TiO2 ) by atomic layer deposition with a selectivity greater
than 0.999. The titanium dioxide lines were about 170 nm wide, 9 nm high, and 20 µm
long. The monolayer deposition procedure was done in a conventional laboratory using
the common deposition solvent toluene and could be used to make versatile structures
for nanofabrication.

Introduction
Organosilane self-assembled monolayers on planar silica substrates are straightforward to
prepare. The substrate surface is cleaned and terminated. Cleaning removes contaminants
that interfere with monolayer growth. Most cleaning sequences use organic solvents and
water combined with a mechanical force such as rinsing or sonication to remove adventitious
carbon. Termination forms a chemical group on the substrate surface to bond to the selfassembling molecule in the subsequent step. For organosilane monolayers, a surface silanol
(Si-OH) group is formed on a Si/SiO2 surface by an aqueous oxidizing acid such as a mixture
of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide in water. Monolayer formation takes place in the
deposition step where the cleaned substrate is immersed in an organic solvent containing the
organosilane. The substrate is removed from the organosilane solution, rinsed, and dried.
Rinsing removes agglomerates adhering to the monolayer surface. In practice, there are
variations in substrate preparation, deposition, and cleaning that affect the reproducibility
of the procedure and ultimately the properties of the monolayer. 1,2 The challenge is to design
processes that yield dense monolayers. This amounts to identifying the essential parameters
by unraveling the function of each processing step and to defining the parameter ranges that
form a monolayer free of defects.
The process to deposit organosilane monolayers on silica with low defect densities was
advanced by Maoz and Sagiv. 3,4 Silicon substrates were cleaned by sonication in water,
Soxhlet extraction in toluene, and microwave radiation in air followed by rinsing in water. Synthetic quartz slides were cleaned using the same procedure except the microwave
2
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radiation step was replaced by Standard Clean 1 (SC-1) at 65 ◦ C. 5 Clean substrates were
stored in water. Clean samples were dried in nitrogen and immersed for 5 min in 5 mM octadecyltrichlorosilane (ODTS, CH3 (CH3 )17 SiCl3 ) dissolved in bicyclohexyl (BCH) at room
temperature followed by sonication for about 15 s in toluene. The procedure is quick and
two repetitions yielded defect-free monolayers based on high water contact angles of 114-115◦
and no hysteresis. Their qualitative metric for forming a defect free layer was pulling the
sample completely dry out of the ODTS solution. The solvent bicyclohexyl was chosen to
reduce the likelihood of particle formation on the surface of the monolayer. Because BCH
has a high surface tension among organic solvents, monolayers are removed from solution
dewetted and free of droplets that could contain undesired material. A droplet that does
adhere to the monolayer evaporates slowly because the vapor pressure of BCH is low and is
rinsed off in the subsequent toluene extraction step. In contrast, a drop of a volatile solvent
evaporates quickly, which could leave undesired material on the surface of the monolayer.
In addition to considering the surface tension and volatility in selecting a deposition
solvent, the solubility and reactivity of both water and the organosilane are mediated by the
solvent in the formation of alkylchlorosilane monolayers. 6 The maximum solubility of water
in the solvents cyclohexane, carbon tetrachloride, toluene, and chloroform is 2.9, 8.7, 27, and
74 mM, respectively. 7 The solubility of water in nonpolar organic solvents is low, which favors
water accumulation on polar surfaces such as hydroxylated SiO2 . Water is needed at the SiO2
surface to hydrolyze organosilane head groups forming silanols which are precursors to bond
formation. 1 After deposition times of 15-30 min on fused silica, the Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) peaks below 1300 cm−1 showed that ODTS readily hydrolyzed in the presence of
surface water. 8 A network of cross-linked ODTS molecules formed proximate to the surface
based on the presence of the 1020 cm−1 peak. The solubility of water in an organic solvent
also indicates how soluble other polar molecules might be. In some procedures that Maoz
and Sagiv devised, chloroform and carbon tetrachloride were added as co-solvents to increase
the solubility of the polar head group –SiCl3 of ODTS in the non-polar deposition solvent. 3
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The deposition temperature affects the defect density and there are reports of improvements in organosilane monolayers at both high and low temperature. Defects were reduced
by raising the deposition temperature from 20 to 80 ◦ C, which increased the size of perfluoroalkylsilane self-assembled monolayer (SAM) islands deposited on Si/SiO2 . 9 Solvent
extraction following deposition improved the molecular density in these SAMs by removing physically adsorbed molecules. Interrupting deposition to perform the extraction was
not necessary as long as it was done after a continuous process. A study designed to improve the reproducibility of making dense alkylsilane monolayers emphasized the importance
of controlling both surface water and the deposition temperature. 1 Silicon substrates were
thoroughly cleaned using the following sequence of steps until the surface was completely
wetted by water: i. sonication in chloroform; ii. UV-O2 at room temperature and pressure
checking for complete wetting; iii. immersion in aqueous sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide (piranha) at 150 ◦ C for 10 min; iv. extensive rinsing with water checking for complete
wetting; v. drying at 100 ◦ C in an oven; vi. another UV-O2 cleaning for 1 h. The cleaned
substrates were immersed for 10 min to 1 h in an alkylsilane dissolved in a mixture of a liquid
alkane and carbon tetrachloride. The chain length of the alkylsilane was 10, 12, 16, 18, or 22
C atoms, and the chain length of the liquid alkane solvent was varied with the chain length of
the alkylsilane. Samples dewetted when removed from the silane solution. The contact angle
was measured optically and used to find both the critical surface tension of γc = 20.5 ± 0.5
mN/m, which was independent of the alkyl chain length, and a maximum temperature for
forming a compact monolayer, which varied with the alkyl chain length. At deposition temperatures below the maximum, the authors reason that the alkylsilane molecules go from
a 2D gas-like state, where the head groups have hydrolyzed and the molecules are strongly
attracted to the substrate, directly to a liquid condensed state, where alkylsilane chains are
closely packed on the surface. The temperature limit was obtained from the inflection point
in the critical surface tension as the deposition temperature was varied. Although the authors have reason to believe that the ODTS sample contained impurities, the temperature
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limit to form dense ODTS monolayers is 24 ◦ C, which is close to the ambient temperature in
most laboratories. Evaluating liquid alkanes as deposition solvents, the solubilities of both
water and the polar ODTS head group are low favoring their buildup on the SiO2 surface,
the surface tension is about half that of BCH, and the volatility is in the 10-15 Torr range
at room temperature.
Organic molecules with surface tensions close to that of BCH and that dissolve water
better than liquid alkanes also perform well as deposition solvents. These solvents are slightly
polar, which is desirable to keep aggregates in solution, rather than driving them to the
monolayer film where they could physisorb. Toluene has a surface tension close to BCH and
is much less expensive, and can accommodate more water and polar molecules compared to
other organic solvents. The downside of toluene is its high volatility since the vapor pressure
is about 30 Torr at room temperature, which increases the risks associated with flammability
and toxicity and increases the potential to leave residues on the surface of the monolayer if
droplets evaporate quickly. Despite these drawbacks, toluene is a common deposition solvent
for organosilanes and reproducibly yields layers with high molecular densities. 10
Defect-free layers have been produced with toluene by multiple deposition and cleaning
cycles. Cleaning consists of solvent extraction. Silver nanoparticles deposited in defects
in a monolayer containing a monoreactive perfluorodecylchlorosilane and were imaged with
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) and quantified with
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). 11 The monolayer was made by cycles of immersion
in the fluoroalkylsilane dissolved in toluene for 3 h, rinsing in toluene, and drying, followed
by heating in an oven at 100 ◦ C and ending with Soxhlet extraction using toluene. After the
first solvent extraction, the silver concentration was higher than on the as-deposited layer.
By the third process cycle, the XPS silver signal was below the detection limits of about 100
Ag atoms per million surface atoms.
The need to clean the layer after deposition may be caused by too much water in the
bulk solvent. The water promotes hydrolysis and condensation reactions between organosi-
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lane molecules in solution forming agglomerates that physisorb to the monolayer on the
surface. These agglomerates create a defect in the layer if not removed. Exposing a solution
of an alkyltrichlorosilane dissolved in hexadecane or bicyclohexyl to water produced visually
apparent agglomerates on the surface, and even though the residue could be wiped off with
a tissue or swab, the authors chose to use methylene chloride or carbon tetrachloride as the
dissolution solvents and reduce the concentration of the alkyltrichlorosilane to 0.1 mM to
avoid the problem. 12 Under the right conditions, organosilane molecules form structures in
solution, such as micelles. 6 The co-solvent carbon tetrachloride was added to the deposition
solvent to counter micelle formation. 1 For shorter chain organosilanes, the critical concentration at which aggregates form is higher in more polar solvents. 6 This is another reason to
choose the solvents chloroform and toluene compared to carbon tetrachloride and alkanes.
However, if the solvent is wet, then the critical concentration may be reached sooner in more
polar solvents, 6 and aggregates are more prone to form.
In prior work, we showed that passivation of the Si/SiO2 surface with an alkylsilane
monolayer was improved when the alkylsilane deposition step was broken into two separate
24 h immersions and the layer was cleaned in between. 13 Without cleaning, agglomerates
adsorbed to the monolayer forming defects that were imaged with AFM. The agglomerates
were cleaned by extraction in chloroform followed by aqueous particle removal in SC-1 at
80 ◦ C. The SC-1 step also may have rehydroxylated the Si/SiO2 surface but the data were
inconclusive. Defects were detected by reacting them with the metal halide precursor TiCl4
depositing Ti, which was measured with in situ XPS. After cleaning, the alkylsilane selfassembled monolayer withstood 200 cycles of TiO2 atomic layer deposition (ALD) at 170
◦

C using the precursors TiCl4 and water vapor without depositing Ti. The consequence of

cleaning the monolayer after the first alkylsilane deposition is there were fewer agglomerates
on the layer after the second deposition. In other words, the agglomerates are inherent to the
process of forming the bulk of the monolayer, and are not the result of particles that form in
the liquid phase, diffuse, and physisorb on the layer; otherwise the number of agglomerates
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after any deposition step would be the same.
Another approach to reduce defects in a monolayer is to strengthen the interactions
between the molecules comprising the layer. In an organosilane layer, the van der Waals
force between alkyl chains may be too weak to prevent defects from forming. Whether the
attractive forces between alkyl chains are strong enough and a possible defect can form
may depend on the test used to assess the monolayer. Based on vibrational sum frequency
spectroscopy (VSFS), ions diffused to the SiO2 substrate via pinhole defects in the ODTS
layer and did not penetrate the monolayer itself. 14 However, gas phase precursors like those
used in ALD may be able to penetrate the monolayer, and strengthening intermolecular
interactions could reduce the defect density and create a better diffusion barrier. A study was
undertaken to test this idea with an alkylphosphonic acid monolayer. 15 Defects were detected
by selective ALD of ZnO on Si relative to Cu. Incorporating a polymerizable moiety in the
alkylphosphonic acid molecule and cross-linking the chains prevented ZnO growth based on
Rutherford back-scattering (RBS) and particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE) after 1000
ALD cycles (detection limit of 0.1 monolayer). There were fewer defects in the cross-linked
layer, and the selectively deposited ZnO film served as a metal etching mask that yielded
features with sub-20 nm dimensions. Conversely, incorporating moieties in the chain of
the alkylphosphonic acid molecule that hydrogen bond or interact by π-π stacking yielded
monolayers that performed worse than the alkylphosphonic acid alone. AFM images showed
depressions that were attributed to defects in the layer order that increased in frequency
with the number of ALD cycles for all three alkylphosphonic acid variations that contained
noncovalent interactions.
One application for dense monolayers with few or no defects is area selective deposition.
Selective deposition of a material is an additive method for making self-aligned structures
that could reduce the cost of manufacturing by allowing patterns to be used more than
once. 16 ALD is often chosen to selectively deposit material in the open areas of a resist
layer masking the underlying surface because of the uniform and conformal deposition that
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are hallmarks of the method. Monolayers have been patterned indirectly using a conventional liftoff process 2 or directly with an electron beam, 17,18 scanning probe, 19–22 focussed
ion beam, 23 UV light, 24,25 and microcontact printing. 26 The monolayer resists or blocks deposition of another material so that deposition on the underlying surface only occurs in open
areas. A host of methods are under development for selective deposition including pairing it
with selective etching. 16,27 Dense monolayers that can be deposited relatively rapidly using
cost effective processes is one approach to practically implementing area selective processes.
Dense monolayers are desired for two primary reasons. Defects in monolayers often contain
functional groups that a precursor in another process may react with reducing the selectivity.
Moreover, the monolayer serves as a diffusion barrier reducing the flux of a precursor to the
interface with the substrate where there may be reactive sites.
Area selectivity is lost primarily due to ALD precursors reacting with the monolayer. 16
Two correction steps currently being pursued are reintroducing SAM molecules in the vapor
phase after a certain number of ALD cycles 28 and selective etching to remove material
from passivated areas. 16 Both of these techniques can extend the lifetime of a pre-deposited
passivation layer or deposit the passivation layer before each ALD cycle and can remove
nonspecifically adsorbed material, which increases the adaptability of area selective ALD to
a variety of applications at the cost of complicating processing.
There are several studies that used ODTS monolayers as chemical resists in a variety of
process flows. An electron beam was used to etch about half of each alkyl chain on the ODTS
molecules in select areas and water exposure converted the terminal groups to -COOH. 22 TiO
was selectivity deposited on the -COOH groups by 150 ALD cycles of titanium isopropoxide
(TTIP) and water at 150 ◦ C. Lines of TiO2 that were about 3 nm high (1.5 nm above the
SAM layer) and 30 nm wide with a pitch of 50 nm were demonstrated without a separate
etching step to define the pattern. Both HMDS (hexamethyldisilazane) and ODTS SAM
layers were patterned directly using UV-ozone through a photomask and 10 nm of HfO2 was
deposited selectively using organometallic Hf and water vapor. 25
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Due to its abundance, low cost, and stability, TiO2 is a relevant material to develop
complex device structures. 29 TiO2 films deposited by vapor-liquid-solid adsorption on GaAs
substrates were recently demonstrated with leakage currents as low as 10−13 A/µm2 , which
may be used as a transistor gate dielectric. 30 Amorphous TiO2 monolayers have been interleaved with Al2 O3 monolayers in a 50 nm film to develop a gate oxide with low leakage
currents (8.6 x 10−9 A/cm2 at 2 MV/cm) for high-performance organic field-effect transistors
(OFETs). 31 The current research interest in TiO2 may lead to further investigation of its
utility in sub-10 nm device architectures in semiconductor manufacturing. 32
The studies selected from the literature identified physical obstacles that interfere with
making organosilane monolayers on SiO2 together with the corresponding experimental parameters that mitigate the problem and produce high molecular densities. The chemistries
used to clean and prepare the SiO2 substrate determines the silanol density, the amount of
contaminants, and the thickness of the water film left on the surface. Organosilanes with
long alkyl or fluoroalkyl chains are soluble in solvents with little or no polarity. A nonpolar
deposition solvent also promotes the formation of a water layer at the substrate surface,
which hydrolyzes the silane and initiates bond formation with the substrate. A solvent or
co-solvent that has some polarity keeps aggregates composed of silane molecules in solution
rather than allowing them to physisorb within or on top of the layer. A deposition solvent
with a high surface tension reduces the material left on the surface after the layer is formed.
Laterally polymerizing the molecules forming a network that reduces defects is an inherent
part of organosilane chemistry with head groups that contain multiple functional groups,
such as ODTS. There is a temperature limit during deposition to form a well-ordered monolayer that depends on the alkyl chain length. Even when there are no defects within or on
top of a layer, there may be sites at the interface with the SiO2 substrate that become defects
because of the way the monolayer is used in a specific application. A practical issue that
we face is working with trainees who want to make organosilane monolayers in as short a
time as possible in a conventional laboratory that will perform reproducibly in a particular
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application of interest to them.
In this study, we used the deposition solvent toluene and two organosilane deposition
and cleaning cycles in what has become a common liquid phase procedure to coat SiO2
surfaces with ODTS monolayers. In addition to the standard solvent extraction, layers were
cleaned with an aqueous oxidizing base. Measurements of the hydroxyl (silanol) coverage
and the molecular density of ODTS after each step in the process flow demonstrate that
the oxidizing base rehydroxylated the moieties at the interface. The greater silanol group
coverage provided reaction sites for ODTS in the second deposition step, adding molecules
to the monolayer, which increased the molecular density without appreciably changing either
the thickness or the contact angle. After each step in the formation procedure, interfacial
silanol groups were quantified by exposing the blanket layer to 200 ALD cycles of TiO2 . The
composition changes show that the aqueous base not only increased the number of interfacial
silanol groups, but that some of these silanols were inaccessible to the ALD precursors. These
groups reacted with ODTS in the second deposition suggesting that the layer underwent a
structural rearrangement. The total deposition time was reduced from 48 h in prior work to
around 2 h to make dense monolayers capable of serving as a resist material. Lines in the
ODTS monolayers were patterned with a scanning probe, etched to define the pattern, and
used to direct the deposition of TiO2 with a high selectivity relative to the areas covered by
the blanket monolayer.

Experimental
Monolayer Formation
A p-type Si(100) wafer was cleaved into coupons that were 1 cm wide and 1.5 cm long. The
coupons were degreased by sonicating in acetone followed by methanol for 5 min each, rinsed
in the solvent, and dried. The native oxide layer was left intact and cleaned and hydroxylated
in dilute aqueous nitric acid (dHNO3 , 1:3 v/v%) for 10 min at 80 ◦ C. Each ODTS deposition
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step consisted of heating the coupon in air, immersing in an ODTS solution, and sonicating
in chloroform. Water adsorbed on the surface was partially removed by heating to 170 ◦ C
for 5 min in air. ODTS layers were deposited by allowing a coupon to cool back to room
temperature and immersing for 1 h in a 10 mM solution of ODTS dissolved in toluene
at ambient conditions (20◦ C, 30% relative humidity). The coupon was removed from the
ODTS solution and sonicated in chloroform for 5 min to extract physisorbed molecules. The
sequence of these three processes is labeled with the ODTS immersion time and denoted 1 h
ODTS. Experiments also showed that the ODTS film thickness was the same when samples
were rinsed in chloroform for 1 min rather than sonicated. All drying steps were performed
with ultra-pure N2 (99.9999%).
After the first coat of ODTS, coupons were cleaned in a mixture of ammonium hydroxide,
hydrogen peroxide, and DI water (APM or SC-1, 1:1:5, by volume) for 5 min at 80 ◦ C and
dried. After cleaning, the coupon was immersed a second time in 10 mM ODTS dissolved in
toluene for a total deposition time of 2 h. The same process steps were repeated, including
heating to 170 ◦ C, the 1 h immersion in ODTS, and the chloroform sonication. This process
sequence is denoted 1 h ODTS/SC-1/1 h ODTS and formed an ODTS monolayer on the
Si/SiO2 surface. The thickness of SiO2 and ODTS films was measured with a J.A. Woollam
M-2000 ellipsometer, and differences are reported. Contacts angles were measured with a
Rame-Hart 100-0 goniometer. Errors are reported to 95% confidence.

Monolayer Patterning
ODTS coated coupons were patterned using an Asylum Research Cypher ES Environmental
atomic force microscope (AFM). Patterning was performed using contact-mode with a Pt
coated cantilever at ambient conditions with 30-60% relative humidity. Coupons were placed
on a 12 mm diameter carbon conductive tab mounted to a steel sample disk for imaging.
Silver paint was applied from the disk to one edge of the coupon and along approximately
2 mm of the surface. A magnet was placed on the silver painted portion of the disc with
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the coupon. A bias wire connected from the magnet to the disc and the Cypher ES stage
allowed the application of a bias voltage across the coupon. Using Asylum Research software,
a force curve and thermal data were collected for the cantilever to obtain values for the inverse
sensitivity of the detector-cantilever combination (Defl InvOLS) and the spring constant. A
20 µm by 20 µm section of the surface was imaged in contact-mode prior to patterning at
a scanning rate of 2.44 Hz and with a set point of 0.2 V. After capturing an initial image,
a set point was chosen based on the applied force desired. The set point was calculated by
dividing the desired force value of 150 nN by the product of the spring constant (usually
about 3 nN/nm) and deflection inverse optical lever sensitivity (usually about 100 nm/V).
This yielded a set point of 0.5 V. The bias voltage was increased to 10 V, and the writing
speed was fixed at 100 nm/s. Lines were drawn in ODTS SAMs by local anodic oxidation
(LAO), where the bias voltage forms a water bridge between the cantilever tip and the
surface containing oxidants. 33 The oxidants remove the carbon chains on ODTS molecules
and grow silicon oxide producing raised lines locally below the tip. After patterning, the
region was reimaged to measure the height and consistency of the lines. AFM images were
analyzed with software from Asylum Research and ImageJ. Between each of the processing
and imaging steps, coupons were placed in a plastic petri dish which was put into a plastic
bag and vacuum sealed for transport.

ALD
TiO2 was deposited in a hot-wall ALD reactor at 170 ◦ C using the precursors TiCl4 (Hi-k
grade, Air Products) and H2 O. TiCl4 and H2 O were pulsed for 1 s and 0.2 s, respectively,
using a nitrogen carrier gas flowing at 20 sccm from sources held at room temperature.
The total pressure in the reactor during a pulse was about 1 Torr. A 30 s nitrogen purge
followed each precursor pulse. Elemental analysis was performed with X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) using non-monochromatic Al-Kα radiation and a double-pass cylindrical
mirror analyzer (Physical Electronics, Model 549). After ALD, samples were moved by
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vacuum transfer to the XPS chamber avoiding air exposure. Surface charging was corrected
using the C 1s peak (284.5 eV). 34 Background correction to remove signals from inelastic and
elastic electron scattering was done using the Shirley algorithm. 35 The Ti surface coverage
was estimated using the area of the high resolution Ti 2p XPS state. Surface coverage
calculations were validated using ellipsometry.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the layer thickness, water contact angle, ratio of OH to total O XPS peak
areas, and the ODTS surface molecular density at specific points in the process flow after
the OTDS depositions and the SC-1 clean. The thickness of the SiO2 native oxide film after
cleaning with dHNO3 was 15.8 ± 0.5 Å and the water contact angle was 10.5 ± 6.4◦ for
the hydrophilic surface. After the first 1 h ODTS step, the organosilane layer thickness was
27.7 ± 0.2 Å and the contact angle was 108.4 ± 2◦ . The layer thickness in this and subsequent
measurements is calculated by difference with the hydroxylated native oxide film. The length
of time for all ODTS immersions was fixed at 1 h because this is longer than the threshold
for monolayer formation based on comparing the thickness and contact angle data in Figures
S1 and S2 in the supplemental information to literature values, which are typically 26 ± 2
Å and 109 ± 3◦ . 36 Another point of comparison is prior work with monolayers prepared
by two 24 h ODTS immersions, which produced a thickness of 27.0 ± 1.6 Å and contact
angle of 109.7 ± 1.4◦ . 13 The layers deposited after a 1 h ODTS immersion were also among
the most uniform judging by the error bars in the thickness and contact angles varying the
deposition time in Figures S1 and S2. The film thickness and water contact angle after
SC-1 cleaning were 27.7 ± 0.3 Å and 110.1 ± 0.6◦ and after the second ODTS step were
28.2 ± 0.7 Å and 109.6 ± 0.9◦ . The thickness and contact angle of the ODTS monolayer
remained approximately constant for immersion times up to 4 h in SC-1 at 80 ◦ C (Figure
S3), indicating the film was stable.
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Figure 1: Ellipsometric thickness, water contact angle, ratio of hydroxyl to total O XPS peak
areas, and ODTS surface molecular density or coverage at points in the monolayer process
flow. Oxide is the native SiO2 after hydroxylation with dHNO3 . The ODTS deposition
procedure and SC-1 cleaning step are described in the text. XPS data from three different
coupons were averaged to obtain the [OH]/[O] peak area ratio and molecular density and
error bars are 95% confidence intervals.

There is precedent for treating an alkylsilane monolayer with an aqueous oxidant although
for a different purpose. An aqueous KMNO4 solution was used to determine whether ions
penetrate Langmuir-Blodgett and organosilane monolayers based on changes in the attenuated total reflection FTIR spectra since permanganate ion is a strong oxidant. 37 ODTS monolayers completely blocked penetration of permanganate ion, and a 1.2 M aqueous KMNO4
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solution did not damage ODTS monolayers for up to 1 h based on FTIR and contact angle
data. 38 An inorganic precipitate was left on the surface of the alkyltrichlorosilane layers and
was removed by wiping with cotton wool without removing the monolayer. 37 The permanganate solution has near neutral pH.
Strong bases, however, slowly remove alkylsilane monolayers as shown by contact angle
and thickness data for tetradecyltrichlorosilane (TTS, CH3 (CH2 )13 SiCl3 ). 12 The layer initially etched slowly in 0.1 N NaOH at 20 ◦ C since the thickness dropped by only 2 Å in
the first 10 min, but the etching rate increased thereafter and approximately half of the
monolayer was removed after 80 min and the monolayer was completely removed and the
silica etched after 160 min. Etching of the silane layer is attributed to hydrolysis of the Si-O
bonds under basic conditions. Interestingly, a mixture of 30% H2 O2 and 0.1 N NaOH is
the second step used in a hydroboration reaction in the study to convert a vinyl-terminated
alkylsilane monolayer to an alcohol group.
Based on AFM images, we showed that agglomerates left on top of the monolayer after depositing ODTS were removed by the combination of chloroform extraction and SC-1
immersion. 13 The TiO2 ALD results in that work were consistent with SC-1 serving a dual
role and rehydroxylating the surface, but the evidence was indirect. Figure 1 shows the ratio
of the XPS peak areas of the hydroxyl state to the total oxygen 1s state, which is denoted
[OH]/[O]. On the starting oxide surface after dHNO3 treatment, the [OH]/[O] ratio was
0.18 ± 0.06. The large variation in the value indicates the hydroxyl density is not uniform
across the surface and there are sites that are not hydroxylated, and instead remain siloxane
(–Si–O–Si–O–) bonds. After the first ODTS deposition, the ratio was reduced by a factor
of three to 0.055 ± 0.02. After SC-1 immersion, the ratio increased by a factor of two to
0.126 ± 0.04, and after the second ODTS deposition, the ratio again decreased by a factor
of about two to 0.063 ± 0.052. Each of these data points is the average of three separate
coupons and the error bars define 95% confidence intervals. The increase in the ratio shows
that the absolute number of hydroxyl groups increased due to immersion in SC-1. We know
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that chloroform and SC-1 both remove agglomerates from the ODTS layer, which shows
that the increase in the number of hydroxyl groups is not due to silanol groups on particles
that are present on the layer. Since there was no change in the layer thickness after SC-1
immersion, the additional contribution to the O 1s XPS state must be due to hydrolysis of
siloxane bonds forming silanol groups.
The drop in the number of hydroxyl groups after both alkylsilane depositions is due to
reaction with ODTS, tethering the molecules to the surface. 39,40 ODTS can also add hydroxyl
groups because the Si-Cl bonds hydrolyze to Si-OH. There was no chlorine present on the
surface after the sequential ODTS depositions based on XPS (Figure 2d), which shows that
the multi-functional head groups had completely converted to silanols. ODTS can bond to
SiO2 either through one or two Si-O bonds. 41 The single Si-O bond configuration is favored
after SC-1 is used to rehydroxylate both the SiO2 surface and individual Si-O bonds on
the OTS head group, which would reduce the canting angle and make the molecules stand
more upright on the surface. 42 The silanol groups on ODTS that don’t form bonds with
the SiO2 surface are available for bonding, which explains why the number of hydroxyls did
not go to zero after each ODTS deposition step. Some of these groups react with silanols
on neighboring ODTS molecules forming a cross-linked siloxane (–Si–O–Si–O–) bonding
network. 8 A byproduct of these condensation reactions is water at the interface. However,
some silanols on ODTS don’t react and remain at the interface with Si/SiO2 . The result is a
net reduction in the number of silanol groups at the interface with Si/SiO2 , but the number
does not go to zero because the reactions are incomplete.
During the SC-1 step, there are at least two types of siloxane (–Si–O–Si–O–) bonds that
can cleave during hydrolysis—those that are part of the SiO2 surface and those between
neighboring ODTS molecules. Both yield silanol groups at the buried interface between the
ODTS layer and the Si/SiO2 surface. They are hidden by the ODTS monolayer and this
explains why the contact angle did not change after the SC-1 immersion. There are also other
possible hydroxyls present, such as those that result from hydrogen-bonding forming -SiO-H-
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OSi- bridges between ODTS molecules in the layer. The silanol groups at the SiO2 /ODTS
interface are available for reaction with ODTS molecules in the second ODTS deposition
step.
The strategy for removing defects from an ODTS monolayer borne out by these results is
to split the ODTS deposition into at least two steps. Between the deposition steps, remove
agglomerates from the monolayer by solvent extraction using chloroform and by oxidation
and dissolution using SC-1. The SC-1 immersion has the added benefit of rehydroxylating
SiO2 and possibly weak siloxane bridges between ODTS molecules in the network increasing
silanol groups at the interface. Since agglomerates bound to the ODTS layer after the first
deposition can block surface sites and these agglomerates have been removed, both types of
silanol groups are available for bonding with the molecules in the second ODTS deposition
step.
The molecular density of ODTS is shown in Figure 1 at specific points in the process flow
after the ODTS depositions and the SC-1 clean. The molecular density was calculated from
the area of the C 1s XPS state and the ellipsometric ODTS layer thickness. The ellipsometric
thickness was used in a two layer model proposed by Seah et al. to compute the layer density,
which was converted to a surface coverage. 43 After the first ODTS deposition, the density
was 2.6 ± 0.6 molecules/nm2 . This value did not change after immersion in SC-1, which
is consistent with the thickness values. The confidence interval was reduced by 50% by
the SC-1, and could be attributed to reordering of the molecules after agglomerates were
removed, which improved the uniformity of the layer on the SiO2 surface. The second ODTS
deposition increased the molecular density by 38% to 3.6 ± 0.5 molecules/nm2 . Since the
thickness and contact angle were largely unchanged after the second ODTS deposition, the
density increase is consistent with filling spaces opened in the layer by removing agglomerates
and other defects in prior steps. No significant change was found in the ODTS molecular
density when the total immersion time was increased from 2 h to 48 h (data not shown),
which means that the maximum density possible on SiO2 hydroxylated with dHNO3 was
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attained after the second ODTS immersion.
Testing whether another molecule deposits on a monolayer shows how susceptible the
blanket layer is to nonspecific adsorption. We chose a TiO2 ALD process consisting of 200
cycles of TiCl4 and H2 O vapor at 170 ◦ C to quantify the relative number of reactive sites.
The performance of the 2 h process to deactivate ALD precursors was compared to our results
for a 48 h deposition process. 13 The XPS spectra are shown in Figure 2 for the hydroxylated
native oxide and at specific points in the SAM process flow after the OTDS depositions and
the SC-1 clean. The different elements are shown in columns labeled a through e and the
processes in rows. The XPS peak assignments follow. TiO2 was detected by peaks at 458.9
eV and 464.5 eV in the Ti 2p spectrum and at 530.4 eV in the O 1s spectrum, which are all
assigned to Ti-O bonding. 34,44 SiO2 was detected by peaks at 532.4 eV in the O 1s and 103.3
eV in the Si 2p region, which are assigned to Si-O bonds. 34,45 Hydroxyl groups are assigned
to the state at a binding energy of 533.1 eV in the O 1s spectrum. 45 Carbon-carbon bonding
in the ODTS alkyl chains is assigned to the state at 284.5 eV in the C 1s spectrum. Chlorine
atoms are assigned to the peak at 199.5 eV in the Cl 2p spectrum. 34 The silicon substrate
was detected by the peak at 99.3 eV in the Si 2p spectrum, which is assigned to metallic Si
bonds. 34
Starting from the hydroxylated native oxide at the bottom of the figure, an ODTS layer
was not present to block deposition and 69.4 ± 0.4 Å of TiO2 deposited on the surface or 0.35
Å/cycle and the Ti concentration was 30.1 at% (thickness measured by ex situ ellipsometry
and atomic percent by in situ XPS). The TiO2 layer was thick enough to block the electrons
from the substrate, and only the O in TiO2 was detected and Si was not detected. The
carbon peak is just above the noise level and is due to contamination. Chlorine was detected
because some of the Ti-Cl bonds are left unreacted in the film and the concentration was
1.2 at%.
Depositing ODTS for 1 h partially deactivated the Si/SiO2 surface as both the Ti and
O peaks shrunk and the C peak grew sharply. The substrate was detected by the Si-O
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Figure 2: a) O 1s, b) Ti 2p, c) C 1s, d) Cl 2p, and e) Si 2p high resolution XPS spectra of
SiO2 surfaces coated with ODTS and exposed to 200 cycles of TiO2 ALD after the process
steps shown at left on separate samples. The Ti thickness calculated from XPS peak areas
is noted.

states in both the O and Si XPS spectra and the Si metallic peak. 9.4 ± 0.9 Å of TiO2
deposited, which was about seven times less than on the clean surface without the layer.
The Ti concentration was reduced to 11.4 at%, and chlorine was detected. Note that TiO-H
from the water-last ALD process could have contributed to the OH state in the high binding
energy tail of the O 1s spectrum.
The SC-1 immersion reduced the TiO2 deposited to 6.9 ± 0.7 Å (7.0 at% Ti), which was
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ten times less than on the clean surface. The O 1s peak envelope shifted to higher binding
energy because the Si-O and O-H states are larger than that of Ti-O. The small increase in
the OH state compared to the layer after the first ODTS deposition is consistent with SC-1
hydroxylating the moieties at the interface, supporting the same conclusion based on the
[OH]/[O] ratio in Figure 1. Although the interpretation of Figure 2 is obscured by 200 cycles
of TiO2 ALD, what’s notable is that there were any silanols left after so many ALD cycles.
We expected the silanol groups would have reacted with TiCl4 . However, not only are there
more silanol groups present after ALD, but less TiO2 deposited after the SC-1 cleaning step
than after the first ODTS deposition. These observations suggest that the SC-1 treatment
caused the organosilane layer to rearrange. The rearrangement protected some of the silanols
making them inaccessible to TiCl4 during ALD. Recall that surface hydroxylation is only one
component to monolayer formation, and removal of agglomerates by SC-1 could relax the
ODTS layer allowing molecules to rearrange and improve the cross-links without changing
the molecular density. Also agglomerates may provide a relatively large surface area for
TiCl4 and water to react with. The second ODTS deposition must have also rearranged the
layer making the silanol groups available because they reacted with ODTS explaining the
increase in the molecular density. These observations assume that TiCl4 reacted with every
exposed silanol group.
Depositing ODTS for 1 h after the SC-1 step completely deactivated the Si/SiO2 surface
to TiO2 ALD as the Ti peak is below the XPS sensitivity in the Ti 2p spectrum and there
is no Ti-O state in the O 1s region. The Cl state also disappears which indicates that
the Cl is associated with Ti, not Si, and the head groups of the ODTS molecules are fully
hydroxylated, which is consistent with the literature. 46 The C 1s peak increases compared to
the layers after the first ODTS and SC-1 immersions, which is consistent with the molecular
density calculations based on XPS on layers which were not exposed to ALD. During the
second deposition, the ODTS molecules fill the gaps in the layer that were previously blocked
or unreactive.
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Figure 3: Contact mode AFM images of ODTS SAMs at different points in the process to
selectively deposit TiO2 . The images are 20 µm by 20 µm and the lateral scale bar is shown
at the lower right in each image. The vertical z-scale from black to white is 5 nm. The height
in the z-direction or profile along the red line is shown below each image. a) Blanket layer
deposited using 1 h ODTS/SC-1/1 h ODTS process; b) after patterning with conductive
tip AFM to create raised lines; c) after etching out the lines in dilute aqueous HF; d) after
depositing 200 ALD cycles of TiO2 . Different regions of the same sample were imaged in a)
and b), and a different sample but the same pattern was imaged in c) and d).
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After the complete 1 h ODTS/SC-1/1 h ODTS process, we used an atom probe to create
a line and space pattern in several locations in monolayers on different coupons. The blanket
ODTS monolayer was featureless and the typical average (RMS) surface roughness was 0.1
nm (Figure 3a). Conductive tip AFM was used to draw lines in the monolayer, and LAO
produced raised areas of SiO2 during patterning. The contact mode image in Figure 3b
shows that the lines were 15-20 µm long. The width of the lines shown in Figure 3b was
169±8 nm. The profile of the pattern along the red line drawn across the middle of the image
is shown below the image, and indicates that the height of the lines was approximately 1.5
nm above the top of the monolayer. Adding the height of the monolayer yields a total oxide
thickness in the patterned areas of approximately 4 nm. The oxide in the patterned lines
was etched by immersing coupons in dilute aqueous HF (1:100 %v/v) for 1 min. We used a
short etching time for pattern definition because dilute HF damages the ODTS SAM based
on thickness and water contact angle measurements (Figure S4). Imaging the sample again
shows that the raised SiO2 areas were removed leaving trenches (Figure 3c). The profile
shows that the trench depth below the top of the SAM was 2.5-3 nm, and the bottom of
each trench is close to the original native oxide layer on the surface. The dilute HF solution
etched out the oxide produced by conductive AFM. A magnified view of the trench shows
that the width was 180 ± 8 nm and the original line was largely preserved.
The coupons were loaded into the ALD reactor and exposed to 200 cycles of TiCl4 and
water pulses at 170 ◦ C. The coupons were removed from the reactor and imaged again. TiO2
was selectively deposited inside the trenches forming nano-ribbons, owing to the large width
to height ratio, as shown in Figure 3d. The lines were raised approximately 6 nm above the
surface of the ODTS monolayer. The image in Figure 3c is the same area on the coupon.
Adding the ODTS thickness, about 8.7 nm of TiO2 was deposited in each trench. This
height yields 0.44 Å of TiO2 deposited per cycle, which is 25% greater than on the clean
oxide surface, but still within the growth per cycle range expected for ALD with TiCl4 and
water precursors. 47–52 The line width was 176 ± 10 nm. Comparing the images in c and
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d shows that the regions where the lines were broken was preserved. The broken lines are
the result of not completing the pattern with the conductive tip, and show that the ODTS
layer maintains the fidelity of the original pattern. Despite careful handling and transport in
vacuum sealed bags, coupons were exposed to ambient conditions during processing and in
between imaging steps, resulting in contamination which appears as high points outside of the
patterned lines in Figure 3d. The well defined growth within the trenches with no significant
growth outside of the trenches indicates that ODTS monolayers deposited for a total of 2
h by the serial process are a means to fabricate structures on Si/SiO2 surfaces by selective
deposition using ALD. For comparison, an atomic layer etching (ALE) process combined
with ALD was used to deposit 12 nm of TiO2 on hydroxylated SiO2 selectively to hydrogenterminated Si without a blocking agent such as a SAM. 27 The SiO2 was hydroxylated with
piranha. The TiO2 was deposited using pulses of TiCl4 and water vapor at 170 ◦ C.
Instead of taking several top-view electron microscopy images and counting the visible
defects, which samples a limited area of the monolayer, we use instead the XPS and AFM
data to estimate the selectivity of the ODTS monolayer to prevent TiO2 deposition. Converting the 8.7 nm of TiO2 deposited in a trench into a coverage yields a surface atom density
of 2.5 × 1016 Ti atoms/cm2 . The maximum amount of Ti that could have deposited on the
blanket ODTS monolayer without producing a Ti peak is given by the sensitivity of our
XPS to Ti. Based on historical data, the sensitivity to Ti is approximately 0.5 at% of Si or
3.4 × 1012 Ti atoms/cm2 . With these two coverages we make use of an empirical measure of
selectivity from chemical vapor deposition 53
gs

Sns =

θgs − θns
θgs + θns

where θgs is the coverage on the growth surface and θns is that on the non-growth surface. A
process with perfect selectivity yields

gs

Sns = 1. Substituting the coverage value measured

for the TiO2 line for the growth surface and the maximum coverage estimate on the ODTS
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film for the non-growth surface yields a selectivity SiO2 SODTS of 0.9997. The selectivity shows
that for every 10,000 Ti atoms deposited in open areas in the pattern, a maximum of 3 Ti
atoms are deposited in the areas masked by the monolayer, which is typically a much larger
area of the surface. Although this ODTS selectivity in directing TiO2 deposition is high
based on other selective ALD processes, it may be too low for semiconductor manufacturing
which has more stringent demands. 16

Conclusion
After depositing an organosilane monolayer, cleaning is often necessary to remove agglomerates. Standard practice is solvent rinsing or sonication or a more aggressive process using
a Soxhlet to extract non-polar material physisorbed to the layer. A standard process that
removes particles from silicon wafer surfaces in semiconductor manufacturing is SC-1 which
is an aqueous oxidizing base. The oxidizing base is compatible with organosilane monolayers,
and adding this step to remove polar material reduced the deposition time to form a dense
monolayer from 48 h to 2 h. The two-step cleaning process allows us to make monolayers
using common deposition solvents, such as toluene, and simplifies the extraction process to
a solvent rinse. The entire process flow from sample preparation to finished monolayer can
be accomplished in about 6 hours in a conventional laboratory.
Our strategy is to form a monolayer as quickly as possible using a common solvent and
the two-step cleaning process to remove agglomerates that are bound on top of and within
the layer. Removing agglomerates from the layer relaxes it and allows it to restructure
and accommodate more organosilane molecules in a second organosilane deposition, which
increases the density of the monolayer and completes it. The aqueous oxidizing base also
hydroxylates weak siloxane bridges at the interface that are either part of the SiO2 surface,
the cross-linked network formed by the organosilane molecules, or perhaps both.
The next step is to use a spectroscopic technique to measure the variety of hydroxyl groups
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and siloxane bridges at the interface as the process steps are varied to better understand
the chemistry between the organosilane network and the SiO2 surface. We want to validate
other reports showing there are relatively few bonds between the organosilane network and
the silica surface and determine the range of bond energies of the moieties at the interface.
For example, attenuated total reflection FTIR on high surface area silica, such as spherical
particles, at different points in the process flow to form a monolayer could provide chemical
information. We will learn whether repeated depositions and cleans are merited. A second
SC-1 immersion followed by a third OTS deposition could extend the number of ALD cycles
that the monolayer passivates SiO2 , which would advance area selective processes. Extending
passivation beyond 200 cycles using TiCl4 could reveal the failure mechanism when the ALD
process is no longer selective, such as whether the precursor attacks the alkyl chain and etches
the monolayer. These studies would establish the limits of using organosilane monolayers
for area selective processes and define the types of structures that can be built using this
method.
We would also like to further reduce the time to make a dense monolayer. We used
monolayer thickness and contact angle data to screen deposition times and decided the
criteria are values of these parameters within experimental error of literature values for
complete monolayers. Although we did not test immersion times shorter than 1 h with
ALD, the data in Figure S1 suggest that the second immersion in toluene could be cut
to 30 min. Studies that provide insight on the kinetics of monolayer formation based on
spectroscopic data in slightly polar and non-polar solvents and solvent mixtures could shed
light on the details of how the layer forms and restructures as well as the feasibility for
shortening the deposition time.
Another path is to delineate the limits of using an organosilane monolayer to direct
the deposition of other precursors both in the gas and liquid phases. Making structures
by patterning monolayers using electron and particle beams, scanning probes, and light
and measuring the dimensions of the patterned structures, pattern fidelity, selectivity in
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directing deposition, ease of implementation, and amount of material deposited would allow
comparison with data sets from other area selective methods.
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The time of the ODTS immersions was varied from 5 min to 24 h in the standard process and the
layer thickness was used to assess whether a self-assembled monolayer formed by comparison
with our prior work.1 The layer thickness after the first ODTS immersion, after the SC-1
cleaning step, and after the second ODTS immersion are shown in Figure S1. For immersion
times of 30 min or less, the thickness was only about 10 Å after the first ODTS step and 20 Å
after the second ODTS step, which are well below the accepted ODTS SAM thickness of 26 ± 2
Å.2 Moreover, the large error bars indicate that the layers were not uniform. The thickness for
immersions times from 45 min to 24 h were similar, and we chose a 1 h ODTS immersion time
because the film thickness was close to literature values and to our prior work with a 24 h
immersion where the film thickness was 27.0 ± 1.6 Å. The error bars became tighter after the
second ODTS step indicating that the layer was uniform on the Si/SiO2 surface. The ODTS layer
thickness did not change after the intermediate APM or SC-1 cleaning step nor after the second
ODTS step.

Figure S1: Thickness of Si/SiO2 layer after hydroxylation (native oxide) and of ODTS layers
deposited on Si/SiO2 as the immersion time is varied in 10 mM ODTS dissolved in toluene. The
thickness was measured after the first ODTS immersion (before SC-1), after immersion in SC-1,
and after the second ODTS immersion. After SC-1, coupons were rinsed with water, dried with
nitrogen, and heated to 120 °C in preparation for the second ODTS immersion. The immersions
times in the first and second ODTS solutions are shown in the legend.
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Contact angle measurements after the second ODTS step as the immersion time was varied are
shown in Figure S2 and show similar trends as thickness. They are within range of the literature
value of 109 ± 3°,2 and 109.7 ± 1.4° based on our prior work with a 24 h ODTS immersion.1 The
threshold time for forming a monolayer based on a contact angle of about 110° was 45 min
(Figure S2).

Figure S2: Water contact angles of ODTS layers on SiO2 after two ODTS depositions at the
durations shown.
The thickness and contact angle of a 1 h ODTS layer for different immersion times in SC-1 are
shown in Figure S3. Over 4 h, the thickness of the layer increased by about 3 Å and the contact
angle did not change. SC-1 did not remove the ODTS layer from the surface.

Figure S3: ODTS thickness (left) and water contact angle (right) for different immersion times in
SC-1 at 80 °C.
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The thickness and contact angle of a 1 h ODTS/SC-1/1 h ODTS monolayer for different
immersion times in 1:100 %v/v aqueous HF at room temperature are shown in Figure S4. During
the first 30 min, the thickness of the layer dropped by about 8.5 Å, then increased slowly by 3 Å
over the next 3.5 h. The contact angle decreased monotonically to about 90° over 2 h then
leveled out.

Figure S4: ODTS thickness (left) and water contact angle (right) for different immersion times in
1:100 %v/v aqueous HF at room temperature.
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Atomic Layer Deposition of Al2 O3 Using H2 O2 : A Comparative Study
Adam Hinckley1 and Anthony J. Muscat1
Department of Chemical and Environmental Engineering, University of Arizona,
Tucson, AZ, 85721a)
Aluminum oxide (Al2 O3 ) is a suitable replacement for SiO2 in electronic devices such
as flash memory due to its wide band gap and higher dielectric constant. Atomic
layer deposition (ALD) using sequential pulses of trimethylaluminum (TMA) and an
oxidant is a leading method for the formation of nano-scale Al2 O3 layers. Al2 O3 layers
grown by ALD have been demonstrated with leakage currents of less than 1 nA/cm3 .
The quality of the layers depends on both the deposition temperature and choice of
oxidant, which is commonly water or oxygen atoms generated using a plasma. An
oxidant more reactive than water, such as H2 O2 , could produce denser films. The
growth of Al2 O3 on hydrogen-terminated silicon using TMA and H2 O2 was compared
to that using TMA and water as a reference. The growth-per-cycle (GPC) was equal
to 1.2 Å at H2 O2 pulse times above 0.3 s, which is similar to reported ALD growth
rates using water. The Al 2p XPS peak appeared after 4 ALD cycles using anhydrous
H2O2 and after 7 cycles using water. The aluminum coverage after 10 ALD cycles
was 40% greater for anhydrous peroxide compared to water, although the GPC was
similar for each co-reactant. The O-H coverage doubled with each pulse of H2 O2 . The
C 1s/Si 2p ratio increased during pulses of TMA and decreased during pulses of H2 O2
due to surface reactions that desorb CH3 OH. Greater OH densities and C coverages
indicate that H2 O2 activates more surface sites for the metal precursor than water,
improving Al2 O3 film density.
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INTRODUCTION
Thin films of Al2 O3 have been extensively studied for diverse applications in device fabrication. The various applications for which Al2 O3 is used are related to its many useful
material properties. Alumina films are known to be dielectric (Eg = 4.3 eV for well-ordered
films, dielectric constant = 7.7)1,2 , possess a high thermal conductivity (14 W/mK at 300
K)3 , and a low permeability to contaminants4,5 . Capacitor dielectrics and interfacial buffers
for dynamic random-access memory (DRAM)6–8 , gate oxides9 , solar cell encapsulates10,11 ,
gas diffusion barriers12 , and dielectric layers for organic thin film transistors (OTFTs)13
have been demonstrated using Al2 O3 .
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a common method used for sub-10 nm Al2 O3 film
production. A metal-organic precursor is dosed over a substrate surface in sequence with
an oxidant (H2 O or an O2 plasma) at low-vacuum pressures and temperatures between 100
and 300 ◦ C to grow well-ordered films. Ott, et. al. used trimethylaluminum (TMA) and
H2 O at 450 K to deposit Al2 O3 on Si(100) at 450 K. Growth rates reached 1.1 Å/cycle, and
in-situ fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to confirm a binary reaction
sequence as shown in equations 1 and 2. Film density was calculated at 90% of bulk Al2 O3
from a measured refractive index of 1.65, indicating that the films were well-ordered14 . This
reaction chemistry is currently a benchmark for alumina ALD15–18 .

AlOH(s) + Al(CH3 )3 (g) → AlOAl(CH3 )2 (s) + CH4 (g)

(1)

AlCH3 (s) + H2 O(g) → AlOH(s) + CH4 (g)

(2)

However, Al2 O3 deposition using TMA and H2 O poses some issues. Though the overall
surface reaction progresses as described, impurities in the form of unreacted OH and CH3 are
present due to re-evaporation of surface species and steric hindrance19 . A study performed
on impurity levels in Al2 O3 films used XPS peak areas to calculate approximately 5x1019
atoms/cm2 of unreacted carbon present when alumina was deposited using TMA and H2 O
at 300 ◦ C20 . Alternative oxidants have been used to minimize impurity levels in alumina
2
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films. Ozone was used to deposit alumina films at 320 ◦ C and 460 ◦ C, however secondary ion
mass spectrometry (SIMS) showed a significant carbon presence with no change in density
leading to a leakage current of 1.5 µF/cm2 for a 6 nm film21 . Remote O2 plasma has also
been used to deposit alumina via ALD processes. Kaariainen, et. al. showed that TMA in
sequence with O2 plasma exposure could produce alumina at growth rates controllable to
1.2 Å/cycle. However, carbon concentration varied between 5.1 at 20.7 at% depending on
the plasma power, source distance, and O2 pulse length used22 . For all oxidants previously
studied, post-deposition annealing is required to desorb carbon contamination and improve
capacitive properties for sub-10 nm alumina films23,24 .
Hydrogen peroxide is a possible substitute for water or O2 plasma as an ALD oxidant.
Because peroxide is highly reactive and quickly decomposes in the presence of water in ambient conditions, it has rarely been considered useful for thin film deposition. However, studies
have shown an increase in growth rate for In2 O3 films25 , and better resistive properties of
ZnO films which are grown using peroxide26 . This study presents a fundamental understanding of alumina film nucleation using anhydrous peroxide in comparison with water. In-situ
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used between precursor pulses to characterize
the growth mechanism with each oxidant on hydrogen-terminated Si(100). Peak area analysis from XPS data was combined with ex-situ ellipsometry to compare growth characteristics
and examine compositional changes from peroxide use. Estimates of overall film density were
calculated to conclude that alumina films deposited using peroxide were of higher quality.

EXPERIMENTAL
Acetone (99%), methanol (99.9%) and HF (49%) were purchased from Honeywell, Inc.
for wet chemical pre-cleaning. DI water (18.2 MΩ-cm) and ultra-pure nitrogen (99.9999%)
were supplied by the Micro-Nano Fabrication Center (MFC) at the University of Arizona.
All rinse steps were performed with DI water, and all drying steps in the cleaning procedure
were done using ultra-pure N2 . Samples (1 cm × 1.5 cm) were cut from Si(100) (p-type,
boron doped) covered with native oxide, cleaned with acetone and methanol for 3 min each,
rinsed and dried. A three minute immersion in dilute aqueous HF (1:100, by volume) was
used to remove the native oxide and produce a hydrogen-terminated Si surface. Less than 5
3
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min after native oxide removal, samples were loaded into a high vacuum system.
Samples were placed into a high vacuum cluster consisting of multiple reactors and surface
characterization equipment. Pulses of Al(CH3 )3 (TMA, Hi-k grade, Rohm and Haas), water,
and H2 O2 (anhydrous, RASIRC Brute Vaporizer) were dosed in an atomic layer deposition
(ALD) reactor using an N2 carrier to grow Al2 O3 . Each ALD cycle consisted of a 1 s pulse
of TMA at 20 sccm followed by a dose of either water or H2 O2 at 20 sccm for times ranging
from 0.1 s to 1 s. During deposition, the ALD reactor was kept at a pressure 5-7 Torr and a
temperature of 170 ◦ C. The ALD reactor was heated during deposition via a ramp-and-soak
process at 120 ◦ C for 5 min, 150 ◦ C for 5 min, then 170 ◦ C for 10 min. Nitrogen purge times
were used between precursor pulses of either 30 s or 5 min at 20 sccm. Sample transfers
at various points in the deposition process were conducted over a 5 min period under high
vacuum.
In situ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used with non-monochromatic Al-Kα
radiation (1486.6 eV). High resolution XPS spectra were recorded using steps of 0.1 eV and
a pass energy of 50 eV. The metallic Si 2p peak was assigned to 99.3 eV as a reference to
correct for surface charging27 . The Shirley Algorithm was used to remove inelastic and elastic
background signals28 . Bulk sensitivity factors were employed in peak area ratio calculations,
and basic trapezoidal sums were used to calculate areas for peaks which possessed intensities
near detection limits. Ellipsometry was performed on samples ex situ (J.A. Woollam M2000)
to determine Al2 O3 thickness and estimate the growth-per-cycle (GPC). Errors reported are
with 95% confidence.

RESULTS
Figure 1 represents the GPC as a function of H2 O2 pulse time. GPCs were calculated by
dividing the average measured thickness by a total of 50 ALD cycles. Al2 O3 GPC reached a
maximum of 1.2 Å per cycle once H2 O2 pulse time reached 300 ms. This growth rate agrees
with standard growth rate measurements reported for alumina grown on Si-H using TMA
and water14 . Consistent GPC measurements between peroxide pulse times of 300 ms and 1
s were noted, suggesting a flow limitation exists within the RASIRC Brute Vaporizer which
prevents deposition in the CVD regime. Comparable experiments using water in our custom4
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built ALD reactor yielded approximately an 8% difference in the GPC between pulse times
of 0.1 s and 0.3 s. However, it’s worth noting that the vapor pressure at room temperature
of peroxide contained in the BRUTE Vaporizer was approximately 9 Torr. Given that flow
rates were kept equal for both oxidants, peroxide is capable of maintaining similar ALD
growth rates to water-based ALD using roughly half the flux.

Growth Rate (A/cycle)

3.0

30 s N2 Purge
300 s N2 Purge

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Peroxide Pulse Time (s)

FIG. 1. GPC of Al2 O3 on Si-H as a function of H2 O2 pulse time.

To examine the point at which alumina begins to nucleate on the Si-H surface, high
resolution XPS was performed after each half-step of ALD using both water and H2 O2 as a
TMA oxidizing agent. Results are shown in figure 2 for ALD using TMA and water. A peak
begins to appear after the 7th dose of TMA at 75.4 eV which represents the Al-O bond27 .
The peak corresponding to Al-O at 531.8 eV27 follows a progression in which its peak area
increases after every dose of water. Hydroxyl groups are represented by a peak at 533.5 eV29
which appears with every pulse of water but is reduced after every dose of TMA, showing
the surface reaction that yields Al2 O3 . A shift in the C 1s binding energy of approximately
0.2 eV is also noted with various water doses as a result of CH3 OH production from the ALD
surface reaction. Note that the peak corresponding to surface hydroxyl groups consistently
possesses a peak width above 2.5, suggesting the presence of a second peak which cannot
be deconvoluted within our resolution limits. This could be due to the presence of a small
5
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amount of physisorbed water present after oxidation of deposited TMA.
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FIG. 2. Intermittent XPS taken between each cycle of TMA and water up to 10 ALD cycles. Al2 O3
nucleation can be seen beginning at the 7th pulse of TMA.

Intermittent XPS results are shown in figure 3 for ALD using TMA and H2 O2 . A peak
begins to appear after the 4th dose of TMA at 75.4 eV which represents the Al-O bond27 .
The presence of an Al 2p peak 3 cycles earlier in the deposition process suggests that the
improved reactivity of peroxide over water reduces the inhibition period prior to Al2 O3
6
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growth. Additionally, the peak corresponding to Al-O at 531.8 eV follows a progression in
which its peak area increases after every dose of H2 O2 . Hydroxyl groups are resolved by a
peak at 533 eV which also increases with every H2 O2 pulse and decreases with every dose of
TMA29 . Comparing hydroxyl peaks to those shown during water-based ALD, peroxide-based
ALD yields much larger peak areas on average. Additionally, the hydroxyl peak is apparent
after the first dose of peroxide whereas it takes an additional cycle of water-based ALD
to resolve this peak. The presence of surface hydroxyls earlier in the deposition combined
with the greater peak areas reflects the higher reactivity of H2 O2 with respect to water.
Furthermore, the shift of 0.5 eV to a lower binding energy with respect to the hydroxyl peak
seen during water-based ALD is most likely due to a lack of physisorbed water present. The
lack of physisorbed water confirms peroxide delivery by the RASIRC vaporizer with minimal
degradation. A shift in the C 1s binding energy is also noted with various H2 O2 doses as
a result of CH3 OH production from the ALD surface reaction. The peak corresponding to
surface hydroxyl groups still possesses a peak width above 2.5, suggesting the presence of a
second peak which cannot be deconvoluted within our resolution limits. A small O 1s peak is
observed at 532.6 eV corresponding to Si-O27,29 prior to beginning the ALD process. Hence
a contribution from Si-O could be a factor in peak width expansion.
Peak area ratios calculated from XPS afer each ALD precursor pulse are shown in figure
4. Peroxide-based ALD consistently shows a higher Al 2p to Si 2p ratio than water-based
ALD, suggesting that H2 O2 generates more surface-active sites per cycle than water. After
10 cycles of ALD, water-based ALD showed an Al to Si ratio of 0.26, while peroxide-based
ALD showed an Al to Si ratio of 0.41 (60% higher than the water-based process). Al 2p to
O 1s ratios between the two ALD processes indicate differences in film nucleation. Peroxidebased ALD possessed an Al to O ratio nearly twice as high as water-based ALD upon initial
detection, dropping to similar values after the first oxidant pulse for both processes.
The C 1s to Si 2p ratio is also consistently higher for peroxide-based ALD. This increase
may be partly due to an increase in surface coverage by TMA at each step, or due to heavier
attenuation of the Si 2p signal. Both possibilities suggest that the film formed during the
first 10 cycles of ALD is denser when using peroxide as the oxidant. Isolating the TMA
pulses reveals that carbon coverage continues to increase across the first 6 cycles when using
peroxide whereas the water-based process possesses a drastic decrease in carbon coverage
7
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FIG. 3. Intermittent XPS taken between each cycle of TMA and H2 O2 up to 10 ALD cycles. Al2 O3
nucleation can be seen beginning at the 4th pulse of TMA.

just before the cycle in which Al is first detected by XPS. The continuous increase during the
peroxide-based process may be attributed to early film initiation as detected since XPS is
more sensitive to carbon than aluminum30,31 . The variation in carbon coverage noted when
using water is likely an artifact of the inhibition period combined with some initial carbon
contamination and residual native oxide from preparing the sample in ambient conditions.
More surface-active sites are present when using peroxide as an oxidant, as shown by
8
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FIG. 4. Peak area ratios across each half cycle of ALD. Data taken after TMA pulses are shown in
grey, H2 O pulses are shown in red, and H2 O2 pulses are shown in blue.

higher O 1s to Si 2p ratios measured across all tested ALD cycles. Both processes appear
to possess a plateau of the O to Si ratio in their early stages. This plateau lasts until the
cycle in which Al can be detected, suggesting that it’s related to the inhibition period which
occurs prior to thin film growth. The adsorption of hydroxyls after each peroxide pulse is
indicated by an increase in the O to Si ratio for every cycle except the second. During the
second cycle, both the C to Si and O to Si ratios remain constant after peroxide dosing and
after the third dose of TMA. Steric hindrance by adsorbed TMA is believed to be the cause
of this inconsistency as it disappears after the third pulse of TMA.
After the first pulse of TMA, the C to O ratio is at least 1.0 for both processes, likely due
to variations in the amount of residual native oxide present on each hydrogen terminated
surface. For both ALD processes, the C to O ratio decreases as film growth progresses.
After 10 ALD cycles, a C to O ratio was calculated for peroxide-based ALD which is roughly
3 times higher than the ratio calculated for water-based ALD. On average, the C to O
decreases by 0.13±0.28 from a TMA pulse to an H2 O pulse and increases by 0.07±0.16 from
an H2 O pulse to a TMA pulse. For peroxide-based ALD, an average decrease from TMA
pulse to H2 O2 pulse of 0.42±0.44 and an average increase from H2 O2 pulse to TMA pulse
of 0.27±0.47 was observed. Cycles 2 and 6 in the peroxide based process remain relatively
9
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constant which may relate to the earlier observation of steric hinderance at these two ALD
cycles.

DISCUSSION
As previously shown, the standard mechanism for alumina growth on Si(100) involves
a 1:1 surface reaction between hydroxyls and a metal-organic, followed by a 1:1 surface
reaction between the surface species and water14 . However, when peroxide is used as a
substitute for water, this mechanism changes. From Figure 4, we see an increase in the Al
to O ratio upon film nucleation while the O to Si ratio remains similar to the water-based
process. This may be in part due to a difference in the native SiO2 layer formation prior
to entering a UHV environment. However, peroxide-based processes see an increase in the
O to Si ratio immediately after the first peroxide pulse. Hence, peroxide is reactive enough
to partially oxidize the hydrogen terminated surface, creating more surface active sites for
alumina growth.
Once the films have nucleated, a significant increase in both carbon and aluminum surface
concentration are shown for a peroxide-based process via increases in the C to Si ratio and
the Al to Si ratio. This suggests that more sites are produced per ALD cycle for the following
reactant, and that more metal atoms are deposited per cycle though the overall growth rate
remains unchanged (Recall Figure 1). Specifically, nearly double the hydroxyl groups are
shown per ALD cycle corresponding to double the aluminum concentration deposited during
the next pulse. However, because the Al to O ratio is approximately equal between the two
processes after 10 ALD cycles, it follows that surface oxidation is also a 1:1 reaction as shown
in equation 3

Al(CH3 )2 (s) + H2 O2 (g)→AlOH(s) + CH3 OH(g)

(3)

The heat of formation of the reaction in Equation 3 is estimated at -1111 kJ/mol based
on bond dissociation energies at room temperature32 . Because the reaction stoichiometry
is similar but more aluminum is deposited per pulse, films grown using peroxide may possess more carbon impurities. An increased carbon presence within alumina films can supply
negative fixed charge defects, affecting both electronic and ionic contributions to the overall
10
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dielectric constant33 . However, the dielectric properties of a film are more directly influenced
by film density34 . From calculated C to O ratios and Al to Si ratios, more Al is deposited
per TMA pulse using peroxide ALD. In addition, more carbon is desorbed per pulse using
peroxide ALD. Because these chemical trends were confirmed by XPS analysis and ellipsometry showed that growth rates for peroxide ALD were equal to growth rates for water-based
ALD, it follows that peroxide-ALD produces denser Al2 O3 films.

CONCLUSION
Anhydrous hydrogen peroxide was used to deposit sub-10 nm Al2 O3 films at 170 ◦ C.
Growth rates for peroxide-based ALD rivaled water-based ALD growth rates while using half
the oxidant flux. Greater hydroxyl coverage was detected when using peroxide, which led
to 40% more aluminum deposited after 10 ALD cycles. The production of methanol rather
than methane during the surface reaction with peroxide caused more unreacted carbon to
be trapped within the film. However, Al coverage indicated that films grown with peroxide
were more dense. It follows that oxides grown with peroxide likely possess better dielectric
properties, and hence will be useful in future memory device architectures. Further study will
be performed to characterize electrical properties of oxides grown with peroxide to confirm
improvements in film quality.
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Native oxide removal prior to contact deposition can improve the performance of
semiconductor devices. Selective removal of native SiO2 using XeF2 was studied
using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and
temperature-programmed desorption (TPD). XeF2 was used at pressures lower than
10 mTorr to fluorinate the native oxide and remove both oxides and fluorides by
heating to 925 K (650 ◦ C). AFM showed no change in surface roughness after the
low pressure exposure and heating, and together with XPS peak area ratios before
and after XeF2 show that the native oxide was etched without etching the underlying Si. The amount of oxide removed could be controlled down to one monolayer
by introducing a sacrificial barrier layer prior to XeF2 exposure. Barrier layers of
trimethylaluminum (TMA) and TiCl4 were used to achieve etch rates per cycles of
5 Å and 2 Å, respectively. However, fluorine poisoning on the substrate limited
the number of etch cycles that could be used to remove the native oxide with these
barriers.
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INTRODUCTION

The fabrication of electrical contacts is an integral step in the production of high performance, low power tri-gate transistor structures. Common manufacturing technology uses
plasma etching to form contact profiles and atomic layer deposition (ALD) to form sub-10
nm metal interconnects [1–13]. Between contact profile etching and metal deposition, a
small amount of oxidation occurs at the Si surface. The native oxide that forms increases
contact resistance, impeding device performance. Early devices were treated with aqueous
HF solutions prior to metal deposition in order to minimize adverse effects on contact resistance by the native oxide [14]. However, aqueous HF is not preferable in modern device
fabrication due to it’s lack of selectivity between native SiO2 and other materials used in
the stack such as tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) or Si3 N4 [15].
One category of methods that are used to engineer surfaces on an atomic scale are atomic
layer etching (ALE) techniques. These methods are self-limiting, sequential reactions which
remove material layer-by-layer [16]. Plasma-assisted methods of ALE have been proposed
for removal of SiO2 using C4 F8 . Metzler, et. al showed that C4 F8 in Ar plasma with an RF
bias potential disrupts the SiO2 lattice to desorb surface species. This ALE procedure was
controlled to 1 Å per ALE cycle on thick thermal SiO2 , but never tested on SiO2 in close
proximity to a Si substrate [17]. This approach was further explored by applying separate
precursors to etch both Si and SiO2 cyclically. An inductively-coupled plasma etch system
was employed at 10 mTorr and 100 ◦ C, using C4 F8 and CHF3 to etch SiO2 and Si, respectively. Using 2 s pulses of each precursor followed by 12 s of rest time, maximum etch rates
were achieved of 4 Å per cycle with near infinite selectivity between Si and SiO2 for CHF3
pulses [18].
Plasma-assisted etching techniques provide a controllable method of SiO2 etching, however
they are not selective to the SiO2 in sidewall structures. As a result, etching occurs laterally
on sidewalls near the bottom of patterned structures. This process, commonly referred to
as “notching”, is a form of structural damage generated by plasma over-etching [19, 20].
Although plasma-assisted processes are common in industry, there is a role for thermal
processes when ion bombardment is not desired. The latest procedures center around mod-
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ifying a substrate surface with a chelator then applying an etchant to the modified surface.
The concentration of the chelator on the surface is temperature dependent and can be used
to achieve a specific etch rate. Lee, et. Al designed self-limited etching procedures using
Sn(acac)2 and HF for Al2 O3 , AlF3 and HfO2 . ALE was achieved on each substrate using a
1 s pulse of Sn(acac)2 to restrict available reactive sites, purging with N2 for 30 s, dosing
HF for up to 2 s to desorb surface species as volatile etch products, then purging with N2 to
complete each cycle. Active site restriction slowed surface reactions so that self-limiting etch
rates were demonstrated on all substrates with no measurable increase in surface roughness
[21–23]. Thermal ALE has also been applied to SiO2 by treating a substrate with sequential
pulses of trimethylaluminum (TMA) and HF at 300 ◦ C. Dumont, et. al found that TMA
could reduce surface SiO2 so that after fluorination via HF, volatile species desorb at an
etch rate of approximately 0.3 Å per cycle [24].
The reaction between anhydrous HF and SiO2 poses a difficulty in using this process to
improve contact resistance. Anhydrous HF vapor reacts with fluorinated SiO2 to form hexafluorosilicic acid (H2 SiF6 ) [25]. This salt builds up over time, poisoning the SiO2 surface
unless HF exposure is combined with water (need source). A reaction mechanism is needed
which will desorb Si reaction products without using HF vapor. This has been accomplished
with various plasma assisted etching methods, but plasma-assisted etching chemistries cause
defect formation in the exposed Si substrate [26]. Studies have explored the possibility of
etching SiO2 using XeF2 vapor. A study conducted by Veyan, et. al in 2010 showed that,
when in close proximity to metallic Si, XeF2 can remove SiO2 due to defects that allow XeF2
diffusion through the native oxide [27]. The reported work focuses on developing an etching
chemistry with XeF2 which can be controlled at a near-atomic scale and used in-situ prior
to metal ALD to improve contact resistance. In-situ XPS and TPD were used between precursor pulses and after etching was finished to characterize how native SiO2 is structurally
affected by XeF2 exposure. Peak areas were used to examine surface reaction layer depth
as the native oxide was removed. Ex-situ ellipsometry and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
were used to measure the etch rate and surface roughness after oxide removal. Trimethylaluminum (TMA) was incorporated into the etching recipe to minimize surface roughness,
control etch depth, and remove native SiO2 without using anhydrous HF vapor.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Sample Preparation

Acetone (99.9%), methanol (98%), sulfuric acid (96%), and hydrogen peroxide (30%)
were purchased from Honeywell, Inc. XeF2 powder (99.99%) was purchased from SigmaAldrich. Ultra-pure water (UPW, 18 MΩ-cm) and N2 gas (99.9999%) were supplied by
the Micro-Nano Fabrication Center (MFC) at the University of Arizona and used for every
rinsing/drying step. Si(100) wafers (p-type, boron doped) covered with a native oxide were
cut into 1 cm × 1.5 cm pieces and sonicated using acetone and methanol for 3 min each
followed by a UPW rinse and N2 dry. The surfaces of the samples were cleaned in a 3:1 by
vol. mixture of H2 SO4 and H2 O2 for 10 min, rinsed and dried. Within 5 min of cleaning the
sample was mounted on a stainless steel puck and loaded into a cluster system consisting of
etching and deposition reactors connected by vacuum transfer to a surface analysis chamber
[28]. Samples were etched in a hot wall stainless steel reactor with XeF2 at 120◦ C. The flow
of XeF2 was metered with a needle valve to keep the pressure below approximately 10 mTorr
based on a thermocouple gauge. The source was a stainless steel cylinder containing 5 g
of XeF2 powder, loaded in a glove box purged with N2 . Caution: XeF2 is hygroscopic and
reacts with water vapor producing HF. A valve on the source bottle was connected to an inlet
line on the hot wall etching reactor at a distance of approximately 20 cm. The XeF2 source
was kept at room temperature, where the sublimation pressure of XeF2 is approximately 4
Torr.
Pulses of TiCl4 (Hi-k grade, Air Products), water, or Al(CH3 )3 (trimethylaluminum,
TMA, Hi-k grade, Rohm and Haas) were delivered in the atomic layer deposition (ALD)
reactor using an N2 carrier. Each TiCl4 , water, or TMA treatment consisted of a total of 5
pulses. The ALD reactor temperature was 170 ◦ C during treatment, and pulse times were
1 s long followed by a 30 s N2 purge for TiCl4 and TMA or 200 ms long followed by a 60 s
N2 purge for water. The pressure during pulsing in the ALD reactor was 3-5 Torr. Samples
were heated in the ALD reactor via a ramp and soak: 120 ◦ C for 5 min, 150 ◦ C for 5 min,
and 170 ◦ C for 10 min prior to pulsing precursors. Sample transfer between the surface
analysis chamber, etching, and ALD reactors was done within 5 min under high vacuum.
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Surface Characterization

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and temperature-programmed desorption (TPD)
were used for in situ surface analysis. Ex situ spectroscopic ellipsometry and atomic force
microscopy (AFM) were used to measure native oxide thickness and surface roughness,
respectively. XPS was performed with non-monochromatic Al-Kα radiation (1486.6 eV)
and a double-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (Physical Electronics, Model 549). Steps of
0.1 eV and a pass energy of 50 eV were used to record high resolution spectra. The metallic
Si 2p peak was assigned to a binding energy of 99.3 eV and used as a reference to correct
for surface charging [29]. Elastic and inelastic background signals were removed using the
Shirley Algorithm [30]. Default fitting packages combined with custom-programmed procedures in Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, Inc., v6) were used to deconvolve high resolution spectra.
Peak area ratios were calculated using bulk sensitivity factors. TPD was done using a
quadrupole mass spectrometer (Hiden Analytical HAL/3F 301 RC System) at a heating
rate of 3 K/s. Temperatures were measured using a type-K thermocouple spot-welded to
a 0.04 in2 piece of Ta foil that was pressed to the sample surface using a linear motion
feed-through. AFM was performed in tapping mode (Digital Instruments, Multimode V,
Nanoscope V controller) over an area of 0.25 µm2 . SiO2 thickness was measured using a
J.A. Woollam M2000 ellipsometer at a 75◦ angle of incidence. The thickness of the native
oxide after SPM cleaning was 15±0.5 Å. All errors are reported with 95% confidence.
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RESULTS
Hot XeF2 Etching

Figure 1 shows the XPS spectra of a native oxide sample before and after three successive
exposures of hot (120 ◦ C) XeF2 at 10 mTorr for 1 min. This sample was only cleaned in
solvents and the native oxide thickness was 15.5±0.7Å. After sonication, the peaks in the O
1s spectrum at 532.6 eV and in the Si 2p spectrum at 103.3 eV are assigned to the Si-O bond
(Figure 1a) [29]. No fluorine species were detected. After the first XeF2 dose (Figure 1b),
a new peak assigned to Si-O-F is present at 104.7 eV [31] while the peaks corresponding to
the Si-O bond remain unchanged. F 1s peaks at 685.0, 687.2, and 688.5 eV are assigned to
Si-F, SiF2 and SiF3 species, respectively. SiF2 is the predominant fluorination state. Haring
and Liehr proposed a method of calculating the thickness of the fluorinated “reaction layer”
using O 1s and F 1s peak areas (IO and IF ). If the assumptions are made that the full
width at half-maximum (FWHM) values are equal and that a fluorinated oxide layer has
the same inelastic mean free path (λ) as clean SiO2 , then the reaction layer thickness can
be estimated by equation 1[32].


IF DO λO yO
d = λF cos(θ)ln 1 +
IO DF λF yF

(1)

Atomic density is defined as D and y is the photoelectric efficiency. The combined term
DO λO yO
D F λF yF

is estimated to be equal to 1.22 for SiO2 on metallic Si and the inelastic mean free

path λF was found to be 21 Å [32]. Using equation 1 with an emission angle (θ) of 25◦ ,
the thickness of the reaction layer is estimated to be 12.0 Å. The second exposure of hot
XeF2 increased the intensity of the Si-F, SiF2 , and SiF3 peaks and reduced the intensity
of the Si-O peak at 103.3 eV (Figure 1c). The peaks at 532.0 eV and 533.1 eV in the O
1s spectrum are attributed to sub-oxides and oxyfluoride states caused by substitution of
fluorine for oxygen in the native oxide lattice. Fluorine penetrated the original SiO2 /Si
interface after the second exposure, with a calculated reaction layer thickness of 33 Å. After
the third exposure of XeF2 , both the Si-O peak at 103.3 eV and the oxygen peak assigned
to oxyfluoride states at 533.1 eV are removed (Figure 1d). Additionally, the O 1s peak
attributed to sub-oxides is reduced to near the detection limits as the native oxide layer was
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removed from the Si substrate. The fluorinated reaction layer thickness increased again to
57 Å. The metallic Si 2p peak at 99.3 eV is attenuated, while Si-F and SiF2 peak areas are
significantly increased. An additional peak appears in the F 1s spectrum at 691.3 eV. The
additional F 1s peak and Si 2p attenuation are correlated with visible substrate roughening.
The FWHM of the F 1s peaks are above 3.0, indicating that a range of surface states were
present which were separated by less than 1 eV. These fluorine states may correspond to
fluorosilyl chains (Si-F-SiF2 -SiF3 , SiF2 -SiF2 , or SiF2 -SiF3 ) which are known to form when
XeF2 reacts with metallic Si [33].

Figure 2 shows the O 1s/Si 2p and Si-O/Si 2p peak area ratios at each step in the etching
process shown in Figure 1. Before processing, the O 1s/Si 2p and Si-O/Si 2p ratios are
9.0 and 0.6, respectively. After the first treatment of XeF2 the O 1s/Si 2p ratio drops to
7.0 while the Si-O/Si 2p ratio drops to 0.5. This reduction indicates the initiation of oxide
removal during the first exposure. Another treatment of XeF2 under the same conditions
further decreased the O 1s/Si 2p ratio to 2.3 and the Si-O/Si 2p ratio to 0.1. The third
treatment of XeF2 reduced the O 1s/Si 2p ratio to 1.6, whereas the Si-O/Si 2p ratio reaches
zero as the native oxide layer is removed.

Figure 3 shows XPS after seven sequential cycles of water vapor and XeF2 performed on
an SPM treated native oxide. Each etch cycle consists of five-0.2 s pulses of water vapor at
170 ◦ C followed by 1 min of continuous XeF2 flow at 10 mTorr and 120 ◦ C. Figure 3a shows
XPS of the substrate directly after loading into vacuum. In addition to the peak assigned to
metallic Si at 99.3 eV, both peaks assigned to the Si-O bond are present at 532.6 and 103.3
eV. No fluorine was detected prior to the first etching cycle. XPS after the first etching
cycle is shown in Figure 3b. Si-O and metallic Si peaks are unchanged, and a F 1s peak is
detected. F 1s states assigned to Si-F, SiF2 and SiF3 species are shown at 685, 687.2 and
688.5 eV. The reaction layer thickness is approximately 7.3 Å. Fluorine states grew after
the second cycle (Figure 3c) and the reaction layer thickness increased to 12.0 Å. After
the third cycle, fluorine peaks appeared at 689.3 and 690.7 eV. These peaks are attributed
to surface roughening and the development of fluorosilyl chains [33]. Surface roughening
after the third treatment is corroborated by an increase in the reaction layer thickness to
21 Å, which is approximately 3 monolayers thicker than an SPM cleaned native oxide layer.
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FIG. 1. XPS of native SiO2 a) before exposure and after the b) first, c) second, and d) third
treatment of XeF2 at 120 ◦ C and 10 mTorr for 1 min.

Similarly, peaks at 535.2, 536.5, 104.7, and 106.8 eV are attributed to additional SiOx Fy
states and visible surface roughening. The Si-O peak is reduced by the fourth cycle (Figure
3e). The O-Si peak at 532.6 eV is greatly reduced and another peak at 533.1 eV becomes
the predominant O 1s state due to the replacement of oxygen with fluorine in the native
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FIG. 2. Reaction layer thicknesses, O 1s/Si 2p and Si-O/Si 2p peak area ratios for native SiO2
exposed three times to XeF2 at 120 ◦ C and 10 mTorr for 1 min.

oxide. Additionally, the F 1s region is dominated by SiF2 with contributions from SiF3 and
Si-F. The fifth cycle (Figure 3f) reduces the Si-O peak at 103.3 eV below detection limits
and O 1s states at binding energies of 533.1, 534.6 and 536.2 eV appeared. These states
are due to the formation of O-F species in oxyfluorides and surface roughening. All F 1s
peaks are shifted by approximately 0.5 eV to higher binding energies. The peak assigned to
SiF3 at 689.6 eV has a FWHM of 3.0 due to the presence of additional surface states which
were not resolved. The O 1s peaks were reduced to the detection limits at the sixth cycle
(Figure 3g). F 1s peaks assigned to Si-F, SiF2 , SiF3 , and fluorosilyl chains were present.
The metallic Si peak is attenuated due to the dense surface layer of fluorinated Si. The
peaks assigned to fluorosilyl chains increased further after the seventh cycle (Figure 3h)
because chain formation is encouraged when metallic Si is exposed [33].

Figure 4 shows the reaction layer thickness, O 1s/Si 2p and Si-O/Si 2p peak area ratios
across the etching cycles of water and XeF2 from Figure 3. Fluorination and oxide removal
decreased the O 1s/Si 2p ratio from 9.6 to 7.9 after the first cycle. However, the Si-O/Si
2p ratio increases from 0.5 to 0.6. The O 1s/Si 2p and Si-O/Si 2p ratios plateaued at
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FIG. 3. XPS of SPM cleaned native SiO2 a) before exposure and after the b) first, c) second, d)
third, e) fourth, f) fifth, g) sixth, and h) seventh cycle of water (five-0.2 s pulses at 170 ◦ C) and
XeF2 at 120 ◦ C and 10 mTorr for 1 min
.

7.8 and 0.6, respectively for three total etch cycles after this reduction. A sharp drop in
both peak area ratios by more than 60% occurred after the fourth etch cycle, reducing
the Si-O/Si 2p ratio to nearly zero. A second O 1s/Si 2p ratio plateau was reached between the fifth and sixth etch cycles at 2.3, followed by a final sharp drop at the seventh
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etch cycle to zero. After the seventh cycle, native SiO2 was fully removed from the substrate.
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FIG. 4. Reaction layer thicknesses, O 1s/Si 2p and Si-O/Si 2p peak area ratios for SPM cleaned
native SiO2 exposed to seven cycles of water vapor (five-200 ms pulses at 170 ◦ C) and XeF2 at 120
◦C

and 10 mTorr for 1 min.

The AFM image in Figure 5 shows that the surface roughness was 21.4 ± 6.1 nm after
sequential cycles of water vapor and XeF2 compared to 0.28 ± 0.04 nm for an untreated
native SiO2 surface. The increased surface roughness corroborates the reaction of XeF2 with
the Si substrate before native SiO2 was fully removed.

XeF2 with TMA Pre-Treatment

XPS analysis of a sample etched using XeF2 and TMA is shown in Figure 6. Prior to
TMA exposure only states related to SiO2 are present (Figure 6a). A peak assigned to Al-O
at 75.1 eV is present after five-1 s pulses of TMA at 170 ◦ C (Figure 6b) and SiO2 surface
states were unaffected. In addition, peaks appeared in the C 1s spectrum at 284.5 and
286 eV which are assigned to C-H bonding and C-O bonding, respectively [34]. Fluorine
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FIG. 5. AFM topography (left) and phase angle (right) image of native SiO2 after cleaning with
SPM and exposure to seven cycles of water vapor (five-200 ms pulses at 170 ◦ C and XeF2 for 1 min
at 120 ◦ C and 10 mTorr. Average surface roughness was 21.4 ± 6.1 nm after 1 min. of exposure.

was detected after 1 min of a continuous flow of hot XeF2 at 10 mTorr (Figure 6c). Peaks
at 685.5, 687.2, and 688.5 eV in the F 1s spectrum are assigned to Si-F, SiF2 and SiF3
species, respectively. The fluorinated reaction layer was 7.9 Å after XeF2 exposure. The
predominant fluorination state on the surface is SiF2 , which accounts for 47% of the peak
area. Si-F and SiF3 species account for 27% and 26% of surface fluorination, respectively.
The peak areas of the C-H and C-O states were diminished by the XeF2 dose, and the Al-O
peak decreased below detection limits. A possible state at approximately 76.4 eV could be
assigned to Al-F bonds. However, a peak could not be fit due to the scatter in the data.
Dosing the substrate with five-200 ms pulses of water at 170 ◦ C removed approximately
half of the surface fluorination as shown in Figure 6d, primarily affecting the SiF2 state.
After water treatment SiF2 is still the predominant surface state (43%), but SiF3 (32%)
becomes more prevalent than Si-F (25%) and more C-O bonding is present than C-H bonding. Heating the substrate to 677 ◦ C (950 K) reduces the C 1s signal to detection limits
(Figure 6e) and removes any indication of Al. The Si-O peak is shifted to 102.6 eV and its
signal intensity is reduced by 59% due to native oxide removal. The O 1s peak is also shifted
by -0.6 eV due to the increased contribution to the native oxide signal from sub-oxide states.

Figure 7 shows the O 1s to Si 2p and Si-O to Si 2p peak area ratios after each process described in Figure 6. After exposure to TMA, the O 1s/Si 2p ratio increases from 1.25 to 1.4,
while the Si-O/Si 2p ratio decreases from 0.4 to 0.3. XeF2 exposure doesn’t change either ra-
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FIG. 6. XPS of native SiO2 a) before exposure and after b) five-1s pulses of TMA at 170 ◦ C, c) 1
min of XeF2 exposure at 10 mTorr and 120 ◦ C, d) five-200 ms pulses of water at 170 ◦ C, and e)
TPD to 950 K.

tio, but water treatment reduces the O 1s/Si 2p ratio by 10%. Heating the substrate reduces
both ratios significantly (30% reduction of O 1s/Si 2p and 53% reduction of Si-O/Si 2p).
One etching cycle reduced the O 1s to Si 2p ratio by 31% and the Si-O to Si 2p ratio by 53%.

Figure 8 contains desorption data recorded for the sample in Figure 6 at a temperature
ramp rate of 3 ◦ C/s. Peaks associated with water vapor present on the substrate surface
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appeared at approximately 0, 200, and 400 ◦ C. In addition, silicon oxyfluoride related species
(Si+ , Si-F+ , Si-O+ , O+, and O-F+ ) were desorbed with detected Al+ . Hence, although Al
concentration was too small to detect by XPS after XeF2 exposure (Figure 6c), the sacrificial
layer was not completely removed by surface fluorination. A second Al+ peak also appeared
at approximately 400 ◦ C that occurred at the same temperature as Si+, Si-O+ , Si-F+ and
SiF3 + . The combination of Al and Si species desorption at two separate energies shows
that oxide removal is related to Al desorption, which provides a measure of control for SiO2
etching.

The native oxide thickness was correlated to the O 1s/Si 2p peak area ratios using ellipsometry. After one etch cycle, the native oxide thickness decreased by 5±0.6Å. AFM of the
substrate after partial oxide removal is shown in Figure 9. The average surface roughness
was 0.2±0.03 nm, which is comparable to an untreated native oxide surface.
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FIG. 9. AFM topographic (left) and phase angle (right) image of native SiO2 exposed to TMA
(five-1 s pulses at 170 ◦ C), XeF2 (1 min at 120 ◦ C and 10 mTorr), water vapor (five-200 ms pulses
at 170 ◦ C) and heating to 677 ◦ C. The average surface roughness was 0.2±0.03 nm.
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XeF2 with TiCl4 Pre-treatment

Figure 10 shows XPS of a native oxide exposed to two cycles of XeF2 and TiCl4 . Each
cycle consisted of five-1 s pulses of TiCl4 at 170 ◦ C and 1 min of flowing XeF2 at 120 ◦ C and
10 mTorr. An ex situ UPW rinse was used to remove surface fluorination in between cycles.
After each TiCl4 dose, peaks at 459.8 and 465.5 eV are assigned to Ti-O due to the Ti 2p
spin-orbit coupled states [29]. The state at 199.9 eV in the Cl 2p spectrum is assigned to
Ti-Cl in titanium oxychloride species (TiOCl2 ) [35]. After XeF2 exposure, F 1s states are
present at 685.3, 686.9, and 688.3 eV due to Si-F, SiF2 , and SiF3 states. SiF2 dominates
the F 1s spectrum, accounting for 72% of the surface fluorination. Si-F and SiF3 states
account for 15% and 13%. The first dose of XeF2 produced a 7.2Å thick reaction layer. The
Ti 2p and Cl 2p states were reduced below detection limits, indicating that TiOCl2 species
were desorbed. Figure 10d shows that ex situ water rinsing reduced the overall fluorine
coverage by approximately 66%, leaving only the SiF2 state. After the second TiCl4 dose,
the remaining SiF2 was unaffected (Figure 10e). However, the titanium coverage from the
second TiCl4 treatment was 18% less than the first exposure. Figure 10f shows that the
removal of titanium species by hot XeF2 is repeatable. SiF2 remained the primary F 1s
state while the Si-F coverage was higher than the SiF3 coverage. A second ex situ water
rinse reduced the fluorine coverage by 67%, however the remaining fluorine coverage was
44% higher than the coverage after the first rinse. The increasing SiF2 coverage suggests
that fluorine poisoning will prevent further etching after multiple treatments.
The O 1s to Si 2p, Si-O to Si 2p, and Ti-O to Si 2p peak area ratios are plotted in Figure
11 for the two sequences shown in Figure 10. Formation of the Ti-O-Cl surface after TiCl4
reduced the O 1s to Si 2p ratio by approximately 6% with a Ti-O to Si 2p ratio of 0.63.
XeF2 exposure removed the Ti-O layer and decreased the O 1s to Si 2p ratio from 8.7 to 7.5
over one etch cycle. Since the initial native oxide thickness was 15.5 ± 0.5 Å, by correlating
peak area ratios to film thicknesses, the total native oxide etched per cycle was calculated
to be 2.1 Å. Ex situ rinsing re-oxidized the substrate surface, so that the O 1s to Si 2p
ratio rose to 9.3. However, the O 1s to Si 2p ratio dropped to 7.4 when the etch cycle was
repeated. Thus monolayer removal of SiO2 using TiCl4 and XeF2 is repeatable.
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FIG. 10. XPS of native SiO2 a) before exposure and after the b) first five-1 s pulses of TiCl4 at
170 ◦ C, c) first 1 min of XeF2 exposure at 10 mTorr and 120 ◦ C, d) first ex situ water rinse, and
e) second five-1s pulses of TiCl4 at 170 ◦ C, f) second 1 min of XeF2 exposure at 10 mTorr and
120◦ C, and g) second ex situ water rinse.

DISCUSSION

Veyan, et. al described a mechanism for SiO2 etching which required the generation of
etch products from XeF2 exposed Si. Experiments carried out at the vapor pressure of XeF2
(4 Torr) generated F and XeF, which was able to etch SiO2 . Additional experiments using a
quartz substrate exhibited no etching, leading to the conclusion that XeF2 only etches SiO2
when the oxide is in close proximity to metallic Si [27]. However, experiments described
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in this work suggest that Si etch products are not needed to remove SiO2 from Si. Native
SiO2 was fluorinated with a continuous stream of XeF2 at room temperature and 10 mTorr
chamber pressure for 30 s. The surface exhibited Si-O-F states when analyzed with XPS,
with the primary surface species being SiOF2 . Heating the fluorinated surface to 650 ◦ C
removed the oxide together with fluorine desorption. Oxyfluoride formation coupled with
Si-F and Si-O species desorbing together supports the conclusion that XeF2 dosing disrupts
native oxide, thus aiding in oxide removal [36].
Continuous exposure of hot XeF2 at a lower pressure (10 mTorr) for 1 min also disrupted
the native oxide as shown via the presence of oxyfluoride surface states (figure 1b). The
decline in both O 1s/Si 2p and Si-O/Si 2p ratios after the first dose confirms that fluorine is
taking the place of oxygen within the structure rather than reacting with the Si substrate.
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However, by the third exposure, visible surface roughening indicated the substrate had been
etched. An initial dose of UPW to the substrate reduced the amount of fluorine species that
diffused through the oxide so that surface roughness was not as drastic. Because samples
which were dosed with water prior to exposure were initially hydroxylated, they possessed
a thicker layer of physisorbed water (2-3 Å) before exposure [37]. XeF2 readily reacts with
water to form hydrofluoric acid. The physisorbed water layer was consumed before XeF2
could fluorinate the oxide or diffuse to the underlying substrate as suggested by the increased
Si-O/Si 2p ratio in figure 4 after the first exposure. Our conclusion is that hydroxylation
limited the reaction between XeF2 and SiO2 by acting as a sacrificial barrier.
It was hypothesized that applying a sacrificial layer such as TMA or TiCl4 could achieve
a self-limiting etch process. Interfacial Al-O or Ti-O bonds possess higher energies than
hydrogen bonding associated with physisorbed water, and may prevent more XeF2 from
reacting with the Si substrate. As shown in figures 10 and 6, when these sacrificial layers
were deposited prior to XeF2 dosing, the oxide could not be fluorinated until Al-O or Ti-O
was reduced. Peak area ratios also reflect the resistance to fluorination which is seen in the
native oxide (figure 7) after it has been treated with TMA. As a result, the depth at which
the oxide layer is disrupted is limited by the fluorine precursor. Combining XPS peak area
ratios with initial ellipsometry the total amount etched can be estimated at 2 Å for TiCl4 based processes and 5 Å for TMA-based processes. Using thermal activation, a sacrificial
layer of TMA can controllably remove approximately 2 monolayers per process cycle while
a monolayer of TiCl4 can controllably remove 1 monolayer per cycle.
It’s worth noting that the surface concentration of TMA is less than the surface concentration of TiCl4 due to their relative molecular sizes. During the TiCl4 process, both
chlorine and titanium fail to appear in XPS after fluorination (figure 10c). However, the
C 1s spectrum in Figure 6c shows that after surface fluorination the TMA treated surface
retains methyl groups. Although the Al 2p signal has been reduced to detection limits, the
carbon presence suggests the sacrificial layer has not fully desorbed. The increase in the O
1s/Si 2p ratio after XeF2 has been dosed (figure 7) indicates surface active sites on the native
oxide that are being fluorinated. Hence, the sacrificial layer of TMA is not as reactive with
XeF2 as is the layer of TiCl4 , but high temperature annealing after TMA exposure etches
more oxide since XeF2 can more easily diffuse through the sacrificial layer.
Both TMA and TiCl4 based etching process suffer from fluorine poisoning on varying
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scales. After the TMA treated sample has been heated to remove the disrupted oxide, minimal SiOF2 is detected on the substrate. Removal of one monolayer of oxide using the TiCl4
based process leaves behind a significant fluorine signal from all previously noted surface
states. Si-F and SiF3 states are removed with water, but the amount of SiF2 remaining
on the surface increases for each etching cycle. Under ambient conditions, reoxidation between SiOF2 and H2 O has a favorable energy of formation of approximately -225 kJ/mol
so native oxide regrows. The remaining fluorine species are most likely near the SiO2 /Si
interface, as the water rinse was only performed for 1 min. Additional time may be needed
for water to diffuse through the reoxidized surface. The stability of some Si-F species also
yields some difficulty in removing all fluorine poisoning from the substrate after etching.
Each exposure to XeF2 generates various fluorine surface states. The predominant species,
SiF2 , is a monomer which forms fluorocarbon-like chains and becomes more likely to form as
temperature rises [38]. By increasing the reaction temperature to 120 ◦ C, SiF2 formation is
promoted and high temperature annealing becomes necessary to fully eliminate the presence
of fluorine.

CONCLUSIONS

XeF2 was used to control native SiO2 removal to a near atomic scale. At pressures in the
millitorr range and a temperature of 120 ◦ C, fluorine penetration depth was kept below 10
Å. Heating the substrate to 650 ◦ C fully desorbed the native oxide layer, without increasing
surface roughness. Treating the native oxide with TMA prior to XeF2 provided further
control, limiting etching to approximately 2 monolayers per etch cycle. Monolayer control
was achieved by treating the native oxide with TiCl4 before XeF2 exposure, but fluorine
poisoning prevented continued etching with this process. Additional work will pursue the
elimination of fluorine poisoning in order to develop an atomic layer etching process with
TiCl4 for SiO2 .
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Chapter 7

Future Work

7.1

SAM Deposition Process Limits

The optimized deposition procedure showed signs of failure after 300 cycles of TiO2
ALD. Additional work is needed to validate the hypothesis that ALD precursors begin
to remove OTS molecules after long deposition times. Alternative explanations for
layer failure could also involve ALD temperature, so performance of the deactivating
layer at varying ALD conditions must be explored. With the described procedure it
may also be possible to further reduce deposition time required to achieve surface deactivation by implementing additional solvent extraction and aqueous cleaning steps.
Expanding on the limits of the deposition process could result in the practical application of OTS SAMs to eliminate various steps in device fabrication.

7.2

Mixed Monolayers for Selective Deposition

As SAMs made from organosilanes can either activate or deactivate a surface, the
complete deposition procedure should be applied to the deposition of mixed mono-
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layers. It is well known that by controlling monomer concentration and immersion
time, binary SAMs can be formed with a narrow distribution of island sizes. Combining a methyl terminated SAM with a SAM which contains an activating tail group
in solution may result in nanoscale patterns on a substrate surface that requires no
lithography step. Since the deposition procedure also requires that substrates are immersed in two separate baths of dissolved monomers, introducing separate monomers
in series may provide a pathway to defect free binary SAMs. The application of a
two step deposition procedure to maskless binary layer deposition can further add to
the utility of defect-free monolayers in bottom-up design.

7.3

Electrical Characterizations

Varioius SAMs have been identified as weakly conductive. Hence, the resistive and
capacitive properties of substrates coated with SAMs must be explored. The development of insulating SAM layers is useful as they could be patterned for use as a base
to deposit and characterize nanostructures. Nano-scale structures which are light,
stress, and chemically sensitive could also be anchored by activating SAMs such as
APTES to form nano-scale sensors.
In addition, the electrical properties of thin films deposited with indirect modifications such as precursor changes should be addressed. It is not clear whether the
density or the impurity concentration is more important to the formation of a dielec-
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tric layer. Hence, these variables should be examined for alumina deposited using
peroxide and for dielectric films deposited on XeF2 cleaned Si. Such experiments
could further our understanding of contributions to electrical device performance and
encourage additional study of surface activation and deactivation within the semiconductor industry.

